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THE CAMAC Bulletin of the ESONE Committee as a promotional review 
sponsored by the Commission of the European Communities* has ceased 
publication with the issue of number 14. 
The European CAMAC Association, recently created and strongly support-
ing the aims of the Bulletin, is currently studying alternative publi-
cation methods. 
Exceptionally this CAMAC News No. 9 is put.lished as an ad interim 
solution and contains the CAMAC Product Guide as was made available 
by CERN to users and to the CAMAC Bulletin for its "yellow pages". 
The distribution is to the normal CAMAC News mailing list 
plus the CAMAC Bulletin subscribers list as far as possible. Further 
details of any product may be obtained directly from the manufacturer. 
Information regarding amendments, omissions, new products etc should 
be sent to Mr. A. Oreve, EP Division, CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzer-
land until further notice. 
For general information contact ESONE and ECA secretary Dr. H. Meyer, 
Commission of the European Communities CCR-BCNM, 2440 Geel, Belgium. 
Telex 33589 B 
* Office of Official Publications of the European Communities, 
Luxembourg. 
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THIS GUIDE CONSISTS OF A LIST OF CAMAC EYUlPMENT 
WHICH IS BELIEVED TO BE OFFERED FOR SALE BY MANU• 
'ACTUR[RS IN EUROPE AND THE USA, THE lNFURMATlON 
HAS SEEN COMPILED BY CERN•EP-ECECTRONICS AND IS 
MAINLY SASEO ON INFORMATION COMMUNlCATED BV MANU• 
~ACTURERS AND AVAILABLE UP TO THE 20TH MAY 1916 1 





• N IS NEw, C IS tURRfCT£0 ENTRY 
• l TO 2!, INDltATES MODULE - WIDTH OH • ~OH 
CRATES • tHE ~U~B~R U' STATIO~I AjAILiBCE 
EVERY EFFORT MAS BEEN MADE TO ENSURE THE 
COMPLETENESS AND ACCURACY OF THE LlST, AND IT lS 
HOPED THAT MOSt PRODUCTS AND MANUFACTURERS HAVE 
BEEN INCLUOED, - INCLUSlON IN TH1S ~tST DOES NUT 
NEC!SSARI~Y INDICATE THAT PRODUCTS ARE ru~~y COM• 
PATIBLE WITH THE CAMAC S~ECIFitATIONS NO~ THAT 
THEY ARE RECOMMENDED OR APPROVED BY THE ES0NE 
CO~MITTEE 1 SIMlLAR~Y, OMISSION FROM THlS L&ST ODES 
NOT INDICATE DISAPPROVAL 8Y T~E ESDN~ COMM~TtEE, 
NO UPDATING IN,ORMATION FOR THE SOFTWARE SECTION 
HAS BEEN RECEI~ED 1 THE READER ls REFERRED TO THE 
CAMAC PRODUCTS GUIDE IN CAMAC BULLETIN NU ~4 OF 
OECEMBER 1915 1 
NPH 
DEL IV 
• 0 lNOICAT£8 UNKNOWN WlDTM -OM ~ORMAT 
• BLANK, THE WIDTH HAl NO MEANl~G 
NA INDICATES OTHER ,ORMAT,NURMALLY A 
19 INCH MA~K-MUU~TED CHA$818 
• NUMBER IN ~ BRACK~TS &S ISSOE-NUMBEH UF TH~ 
BULLETIN lN WHlCH-T~E IT£~ WA8 UR - 18 
DESCRIBED IN fHE NE~ PROOUCTS-S~CTlUN 
• OAT£ UN WHICH-ItEM ~ECAME·o~ WI~L-
BtCOME AVAILABL~ -
s s c U N G R U U P S 
* * • • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
PAGE CODE 
2 • 11 
,12 
DATA MODULES~ I/0 TRANSfERS AND PRUCESSlNij 
****************************************** 
DIGITAL SERIAL INPUT MODULES ~~SCALERS,TIME INTlR• 
VAL . AND BI•DIRECTIDNAL COUNTERS;SERlA~ CU~EO ETC 
DIGITAL PARALLEL INPUT MODULES ~•STORING AND NUN• 
STORING REGISTERS,C0INC 1 LATCH,CAM,STATUS ETC 
DIGITAl OUTPUT MODUlES ••SERIAL/ CLUCKS,TIMtHS, 
PULSE GlNERATORS, PARALLEL/ -TTL-UUTPUT,DR1V£RS 
DIGITAL I/0, PERIPHERAL AND INSTRUMENTATIUN l~TER• 
FACING MODULES ••SERIAL AND PARALLEL l/U WtGS, 
PRINTER•,TAPEe 1 DVM•rPLOTT(R~ ANU ANALYSER INTER• 
FACES,STfP•MOTDR DRlVERS,SUPPLY CTR,DlSPLAY~ 
DIGITAL HANDLING AND PROCESSING MUDULES •• 
ANDiORINOR GATES,FANeOUTS,DIGlTAL LEVEL AND CUDE 
CONVERTERS,BUFFERS,DELAYS,ARI!HM, PROCESSUH~ tTC 
ANALOGUE MODULES ••ADC,DAC,MULTIPLEXERS,AMPLl• 
FIERS,LINEAR GATES,DISCRIMINATUWS ETC 
OTHER DlbiTAL AND/OR ANALOGUE MUDULlS 4•MlXtD 
ANALOGUE AND DlGITA~,NOT OATAWA~ CONNECTED tTC 
SYSTEM CONTROL EQUIPMENT• COMPUTEH CUUPLEHS, 











UNITS RELATED TU 4600 B~ANCH U~ OTHtR PA~ALLiL 
MUDE CONTHOL/DATA HlGH"AY ••CHAf~ - CUNfROL~€HS, 
TERMINA!lUN~,LAM GRAD~H$,~H~N~HiB~S EXTfNOE~S 
TEST E~UI~MtNT 
************** 
SYSTEM HE~ATEU TEST GtAH 
BRANCH HE~ATEU TESTtRSI~ONTHULL~H~ ANU UlSPLAYS 
OATAWAY H~LAT~O TESTERS AND DlS~L~Y~ 
HUDULt RELATEU TEST GtAH (MUUUL~ ~X!lND~H~) 
OTHER TEST ~EAR fUR CAMAC tYUlPMENT 
CRATES, SUPPLIES, COMfUNENTS, ALCtS~UWltS 
*************~*******i***********i******* 
CRATES AND RELATEU COMPUNENlSIALCtS~UHltS 
C~ATtS ~ITH/W1THOUT DATAwiY A~D - SGP~L~' 
HLANK - CHA!E~,CRATE VtNTlLAl1UN !~~~ -
SUPPLIES AND HELATEU COMPUNENTSIALCtS~UMltS 
Sl~GL~• - AND MU~TI•CHATE SUPPL!tS,~LAN~ ~UPPLY 
CHASS1S,CUN!HOL PANEL~,~U~PLY VENTICAfiON 
******************************************** 30 1 43 RECUMM~ND D UH STANUAMO CUM~UN[NT IAC~t~~UHlE~ •• B~ANCH A~~tS,CUNNetTURS £TC,UA AwAY CUNNtClUMS, 
HUARUS TC,&LANK MUDULES,OTHEH TNU CDM~U~~~T~ 
1 21 INTERFACES/DRIVERS ANU CD NTROLLtHS •~PARALLEL MUOt FOR 4600 BRANCH AND OTHER MULTI~CHATE BUS~ 
SINGLE • CRATE SYSTEMS,AUTO NOMOUS SYSTEMS 
22 1 22 INTERFACESICONTRDLLERS/ORIVERS FU~ SERIAL HlGHWAY 
. ~ . 
N 0 E 0 f P R U D U 5 
* * * * • * • • * * • • * * * * 
Nt DESIGNATION & SHORT D~T~ TYPE 
DATA MODULES• 110 TRANS,~Ri AND PRUCE861NG 
********~*******••i•i·i·~···~···~.~~··i••• 
DIGITAL SEHIAL INPUT MUOULES ••SCALERS,TlME lNTE~• 
VAL AN~ Bl.DlREC!lON~L-COUNT~R~,~ERIAL COD~O - E!C 
N QUAD SCALER (lCBIT,GOMHZ) 
2• BIT &CALER (leMHZ~ 
SX2• BIT BINARY BLIND SCAL~R (20MHZ NIM 
OR tOMHZ TTL J/P 1 EXT INHIBIT IN,~V~ 01~) 
MlNliCALER (2X16BIT,JOMHZ,SEPARATE GATES 
AND ~XfERNAL RESET,N!M LEVEL~) -
MINIBCALfR(2Xl68!T,JOMHZ,SEPARATt GATE3 
AND ~XT RE&ET,NIM LEYELB) - . -
DUAL 180 MHZ 16 BIT &CALER (ONE eo OHM~, 
ONE UNT[RMINATED NIM - INPUT PER &~ALER). 
QUAD aCALER C•Xl2 OR 1x2• BIT, l~MHZ) 
DOUBLE SCALER (2.116BIT,~OMHZ 1 2 liP & 
3 GATE MODE&,INHI8lT, Pl•OVERFLO~) . 
DUAL l&O MHZ 2• BIT &CALER (ONE 60 OHMS, 
ONE ~NTERMINATED NlM . INPUT Pt::R S~ALER) -
C QUAD CAMAC SCALER (•Xt6BlT OR 2X~2BlT, 
•o MHZ) 
C QUAD CAMAC SCALER C•Xt6BIT 0~ 2X~281T, 
tOO MHZ 
TIME DIGITIZER C•X16UIT 1 bOHHZ CLUCK,wiTH 
CENTRE fl~DER, USABLE WITH PHE•A~P .811) 
SERJA~ REGlSTER <•xt6BIT 1 2XJ2BJT 
5ELE~TABLE 1 25MHZ,COMMON GATE,NlM LEVELS) 
MICROSCALER (4X16 SIT,25HHZ,UPTIMIZED 
INPUT,J NSEC 1 G1VES TYP 80MHZ COUNTING) 
MICRIJSCU.E.R (4X 161:1IT, 2XJ2BlT SELHT ABLE, 
28MHZ,COMMON GATl,NIM LEVELS) 
4X16 BIT BINARY BLIND SCALER (50 MHZ, 
2XJ2UIT SELECTABLE,CUMMON GATE,NIMITTL) 
FOUR•FOLD SCALER (4XteBIT,2XJ2BIT 
SELECTABLE 1 50MHZ 1 COMMON GATE,NlM"Lt::VtL~) 
FOUR•fOLO CAMAC SCALER (4X16BIT,40MHZ 1 
ONE 50 UHMS,llNf. HI•Z NIM I/P P~R -·S CALE~) 
TIM~ DIGITIZ£R(4Xtb81T 1 C~OCK RATt 
70/85MHZ 1 WITH CENTER FINDING CO~IC) 
TIME DIGITIZfR (4Xl6BITrCLOCK RAT[ 
70185MHZ,NIM LEVlLS) -
SERIAL R~GISTER c•xt6BIT,2XJ2BJT SELECT• 
ABLf,lOOMHZ,COMMUN GATE,NIM LEVE~S) 
FOUA•fULD SCALER(4Xt6BIT,2XJ2BlT SELECT• 
A8Lf 1 100MHZ,COHMUN GATE,~IM ~EVE~S) 
SCALfR•TlMt::R C4X248IT, INT 1 lMHZ CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR, RESOLUTION tOMHZ) 
QUAD COUNTING REGlSTER(4X24BIT 1 NJM INPUT TTL INHIBIT IN 1 TTL CARRY AND OV, OUT) -
SCAL~R (4X24BIT 1 ~OMHZ) 
QUAD SCALER (4X248IT, 125MHZ,INT~RHUPT 
STRUCTURE, lNDIVlOUA~ INHIBIT IN~UTS) 
QUAD SCALER (4X2481T, 200MHZ,lNT~R~UPT 
STRUCTURE, INDIVIOUA~ INHIBIT JN~UtS) 
QUAD lOOMHZ SCALE~ c•x24HIT,DISC~ LEVEL 
•0 1 5V,TlME•INTERVAL APPL,NIM INHlB I/P) 
QUAD SCA~ER (4X2.!IT,300MHZ, 7•S~GMENT 
DISPLAYISCAkERr OVF GIVEI LAM) 
N QUAD BLIND SCALER (4 X 24BIT, JOOMHl ) 
400 
CAM c,01 











J EB 20 
4 s 200~1~0 




































NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA 
TIM[ DIGITIZER 
(e C~ANNELS,1e BITS, 100 MHZ CLU~K RAT~) 
12•CHANNfL lOO~~z SCALER (166IT,•0 1 ~V liP !~R, FAST CLfAR, -CASCAOABLE, LAM) 
12•CHANNEL te BIT SCALER (CERN S~S21J5) 
HEX !TL/NIM 50 MHZ SCALER 
HEX COUNTING REGISTER (eX248IT 1 lOOMHZ NIM ~TTL LEVELS, TTL CARRY UVF,-BIN) 
HEX NIM 100 MHZ SCALtR 
12•CHANNEL tOO M~Z SCALER(12X2481T,•0 1 5V liP !HR, COMMON FAST CLEAR & lN~~B, NIM) 
1XG BCD DECADf SCALER 
(30 MHZ, BUILT•IN DI~PLAY) 
QUAD BCD SCALER (4X& OECADES,JOM~l) 
HEX COUNTING REGISTER (GX24BIT 1 lOOMHZ 
NIM ~TTL LEVELS, TTL CARRY OVF, -BCD) 






J EA 20 
1 113 PRESET SER~AL BINARY HtGISTERS 
N PRESETTABLE COUNTER 
(OU~L, 24BIT, SEPARATE GATES) 
PRESET COUNTING REGISTER CteBIT,10M~Z, 
NJMI!TL IIP,TTL JNHIB + OIP,DAtA~AY S(T) 
PREStT SCALER (24BIT) 
SCALER 50 MHZ (121161t8124BIT,PRtSET 
WIT~ - OVF ~INE 1 CONSTANT DEADTlM()-
PRE8ET SCALER(24/16BIT,~0MHZ,DATAW 1 SET, BUfF£R,2 liP & J GATE HODES,INH18 1 UVF~0) 
BIN,PRESET SCA~ERIBCDeOISP~AY(24~IT180~C 
50HMZ 1 DATAWAY SfT 1 2liP&GATf MODE~rlNHIS) 
DUAL PRESET COUNTING REGlSTERCl6~1T BIN) 
C DUAL PRESET COUNTER/TIMER (2X161~4BIT 1 
25 MHZ MIN, SELF RE~OADABLE) 
2X24 BIT PRESET SCAL~R (lOOMHZ CUUNTlN~) 
PRESET QUAD BINARY CUUNTER (4X24~lT, 
75 MHZ, NIH & TTL LEVELS, TTL CAHRY UVF) 
(SAME BUT 50 MHZ) 
N REAL TIME CLOCK 
REAL TIME CLOCK {3 1 5 USEC TO 1~.~ HRS 1 PRESET,.TIH£ AND PRESET•CGUf~T H0Dt:.S) 
6 BCD DECADE SCALER (MANUAL AND UATAWAY 
PRESET,l MHZ, START/STOP UUTPUT) 
PRESET SCALER (20HHZ,80ECADE BCDr7 SEGM 
LED INDICATES CONTf.NTS AND PRESE! NO) 
PRESET SCALER(l0MHZ,8 DECADE BCD,OlSPLAY 
OF 2 SIGNIF NUMBERS+f.XP 1 MAN ~RES~T,NIM) 
DUAL PRESET COUNTING REGISTER(4 UECADES) 
PREStT QUAD DECADE COUNTER (4X6 UECADES, 
75 MHZ, NIH & TTL LEVELS, TTL CAkRY OVf) (SAMt:. BUT 50 MHZ) -
420A 









J EP 20 
PS~ 0801 















Bl HA SYSTEMS 
BUHt:.R 




Bl ~A SYSII:.MS 
H't'Tt.t 
UTHER DIGITAL SERIAL INPUT MUDULES (~l·DlRECTIUNAL 
SERUENTI~L,S8IFT TYPt:.S) 
INCREMENTAL ENCODER INPUT (ACCEPTS 
QUADRATURE INPUTS, 24 BITS) . 
VP/DU~N PRESETTABLE COUNTER(24~IT,10MHl, 
GATE AND PULSE BURST OUTPUTS) -
UP/DUwN PRESETTABLE COUNTER(O BCU DIGITS 
lOMHZ, MANUAL AND DATAWAY PRESET} 
QUAD PRESETTAB~E UP•DOWN COUNTER 
DUAl. INCREMENTAL POSITION ENCDDEH C2X20 




































NC DESIGNATION & SHORT O~T~ 
TOGGLING SCALER/TIMER (CilNTINUUUS 
COUNTING WITH NO CHANGEOVER LO~S~ 
• 4 • 
TYPE. 
OJ1l SEN~ IUN 
,12 DIGITAL PARAL.L~L l~PUT MUOULlS ••STORING AND NUN• 
STORING ~E~I~TER~,t01N~ 1 L~T~M,L~M,STATUS ETC 
,121 NON•STURING ~EGlSTER~ ~GATES) 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE (CERN SPS21J~,16BIT> 
INPUT GATE (248IT, SUURC f SELECTI ON BY 
6BIT -OUTPUT 1 DATAWAV GEN STRUBE UUT) 
INPUT GATE 24•BlT 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE (2461~) 
PARALL~L INPUT GATE (24 BIT) 
24•BIT ISOLATED INPUT GATE 
STATIC DIGITAL INPUT C2X16BIT, T!L) 
DUAL PARALLEL STROBED INPUT GATE(2X24BlT 
HANO~HAKE ~ODE TRANSFER TO DATAw~V,TTL) 
DUAL PARALLEL INPUT GATE (2X246IT,NO N• 
lNTf.RL.OCK CONTROL TRANSF TO DATA WAY,TTL.) 
INPUT GATE DUAL 24 BIT 
C INPUT GATE (2X24BIT STATIC DATA, 
INT~GR FOR IUSEC, TTL. LEVELS) 
INPUT GATE (2X24BlT STATIC DATA, 
INT(GR fOR IOUSEC, TTL LEVELS) 
(SAMl, INTEGRATION FUR ~MSEC ) 
N INPUT REGISTER DUAL. 24 BIT 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE (3X16BlT IN P~ T FRO M 
lSOL~TlNG CO NTACTS) 
JX16•81T I NPUT GAT E 
(JNPVTS ISOLATED BY UPTO•COUPL ~ R!) 
DIGITAL INPUT REGISTER WITH UPT O CUUPLtR 
(4XBBIT PaRALLEL INPUT GATES, ~ lT H L) 
~ITH f RONT PANtL CON N ~CTOR . 
N 256 X24BI T PRO M MUDULE FU R 702~PD ~ BRANCH 
DIGI TA L IN PUT REGISTER (!X8~I T PARALL 
INP UT GATES , 5T H BYTE Sf TS L, TTL i 1•H) 
W IT ~ F R U ~ T PA NE L CO NN ECTOR 
(MODU LE WlT H ONLV LUGIC BOAHD) 
DIGI TAL I NPUT REGI STER (~X8B l1 PAR A~L 
I NPOT G A T ~ S,5TH BYTt SET S L, HLLi 1•H) 
WI TH FR ONT PANEL CON NEC TOR 
PARALLEL INP UT GA TE ( 16X1 6BIT , TTLr 1•LOW) 
128 ~I T RECEIVER ( 4D ORES5 ABLt AS 8 16BlT 
WORDS OR 128 l•B l T wORnS) 
1 122 STORING ~EGI~TE~S 
N INPUT REGISTER 
(2X24BJT, TTL LEVELS, HANDSHA~E~ 
N 2 X Z4BIT INPUT REG, WITH OPT, CUUPLINu 
OPTICAL ISOLATED INPUT REGISTEH 
DVN, DIG, INPUT (lbBlT, TTL, 
LAM lF INPUT 0•1 UR 1•0 OR BOTH) 
DYNA~IC DIGITAL lNPUr 16BlT fLUA!lNG liP 
PARALLEL•INPUT•REGISTER tSINGLt 16/24BlT 
OPT,REAOY SIGNAL.S,I/0 TTL,CUNTROC BUS) 
CONTACT SENSE (24BlT ISOLATED JN~UT REG, 
SENSES l2,24 1 48VDC OR 120VAC INPUTS) 
CONTACT SENSE (24BIT ISOLATED lNPUT REG, 
SENSES STATE OF SERIES SWlTCHF.S)- . . 
INPUT REGISTER 24•6IT 
I~PUT REGISTER (24 INPUTS, • STRUBE, 
OPTICALLY ISOLATED) 
BALANCED INPUT REGISTER WITH ADO~ESSlNG 



















DO 4! 00•2000 
DU 200•22 02 










NUCL. 1 ENT~~PRISlS 
JUHWAY 
K lNI:. T lC SYSH.MS 
Mt.T~li'IP~X 










NUCL. 1 E NT~ RPRlStS 
DURNH.R 
DUHN l t.H 
GH •E LLl O! T 
1NFURMA TE I' 
PUI,.UN 
8CI'II.UM8tR!fH 





































NC DESIGNATION & SHORT O~T~ 
DUAL INPUT AEGISTERC2X&6BIT,LAM ' &TRO~! 
liP & OATA•AEAD•STR08[ 0/P P~A CHANNEL) 
CAMAC UNTERM 1 JIPII VJA SCHMITT TAJGGEMI 
J/P ~ILTER RESPONSE &USEC TO 10M~ . 
DUAL 16 BlT INPUT REGJST~R 
(TTL LEVELS, ttRN SPfCS 072) 
DUAL 16 BIT INPUT REGt&TER(EXT STROBE OR 
DATAWAY COMMAND ~TORES O.TA,!TL ~EV!LS~ 
DIGITAL INPUT (2X168IT FLDATIN~ ~NPUT) 
DUAL 24 BIT PARALLEL INPUT AEGIS!ERCTTL) 
DUAL INPUT REGJSTERC2x246IT,LAM ' STROBE 
liP & DATA•REA0•8TR08( 0/P PEA CHANNEL) 
CA~At UNTERM 1 JIPIS VIA 8CHM%TT fAIGGE~S liP ~ILTER R~SPONIE lUSEC TO l0M8 (lAM£ BUT WITH TWISTED PAIR INPUTS) 
(IAMt BUT WITH OPTICAL ISOLATION-INPUT, 
LOGIC l • 5V OR l2MA) . 
DUAL INPUT REGISTER (2X24BIT,I/P INTEGR 
TTL, FULL LAM, DUTPU! STROBE~) 
INPUT REGISTER (2X246IT• 3 MUOE8 OF OA!A 
ENTRY, LED DISPLAY) 
DUAL PARALLEL INPUT REGISTtR(2X24BJT 1 EXT 
LOAD REQUEST 1 4 OP£R MOO£S,TTL LEVELS) 
24•81T DUAL PARALLEL INPUT A£GlSTER 
(A H~S LO•Z 1 8 HAS UNTERMINATED .NPUT) 
PARALLEL INPUT REGlS!ER C2X2~ BI!I~ 
OUA~ INPUT REG 1 (2X24SIT 1 8EP 1 TIMI~G,LOGIC BITWISE POS/N!G,4TIMING& JOATA IN MOD(~) 
QUAD 24 BIT I~PUT REGISTER (4X2~, HAND• 
SHAK~ DATA TRANSFER, 3 DATA fN!R~ MOO[~) 
DIGITAL INPUT REGIST~R, EXTERNAL STAOB~ (4X88lT INPUT LATCMES 1 1X881T·I~T ~AM} WlTA 'RONT PANEC CONNECTOR - . 
. ~ . 












J R~ l 0 
C•l~•48 
DO 200•2204 
oo aoo .. ;z2o• 
SEN 
Sit: ME~ 





TERMINATfD SlG~AL IN~U! ~fGl~T~R~ ~CUINC 1 ~ATCH, 
- PA!TERN PP 
12 BIT PARALLEL !NPU! REGISTtR (NIH) 
STROPED INPUT REGISTER C&2BlT COlNC AND 
LATCH,NlM LfVfLI 1 PAT!ERN ANO . I.eR~Q - APPL) 
1681! OlSCRlMINATOA•COlNCIDENCE ~[GIST~R 
FAST COINCIDENCE LATCM(16BIT,DISCA l/P, 
MIN 2 NIEC ITROBE•II~NAL OVERL~Pl 
16 FULO OCR (16 OliCA, CUMMON 8T~OBE 1 
•70MV TMRESHOLD 1 FAST SUMMING OU!PUTS) 
16•CH COlNClDENCl REiiSTt:R (STRO~E I/P, 
2NS OVERLAP,FAST IUM -0/P AND ~ CLE~R,NIM~ 
16 CHANNfL ITAOBED COINCIDENCE (16 COINC 
!NPU!I, COlNC & LAM UUTP~T, 10NS.Af80L 1 ) 





PATTERN UNIT(l68IT,l/P STROBED W~TH 
COMMON GATE,IO NI[C OVERLAP,NIM ~!VELI~ 
c l 01 ROT 2 
16 BIT 'ATTfRN UNIT (N%M I/P AND G~Tf) 
PATTERN UNIT 16 BIT (16 lNDlVlDUAL NIM 
INPU!S,COHMON NIM GA!f 1 CERN S~E~S 021) 
16 BIT PATTERN UNIT (CERN 011, 10 INDJ~ 
NJM %NPUT8 1 COMMON NI~ GATE,LED OJSPLAV~ 
PARA~LEL INPUT R~GII!ER (24BIT~ 






MANUAL INPUT MUOULtS (WO~O G~N~R~TUH~, PARAMETER 
UNiTS) 
N IWlTtHBOAAO M!MOR¥ INTERFACE 
. C'OA SWlTCHBOAAO TYPE 230•1 & 2~0•2 
N IWJTCHBOAAD M[HORY (18 WOAOI 1 18 BlT 1 UIAIL~ WITH 1~0 JNT~~,A~l) . 
N IWIT~HIOARO M!HO~Y ADAPTER (~X~ANDER) 















































NC DESIGNATIUN & SHORT OAT~ 
PARAMETER UNIT 12 81T (PROVIDES 12 BIT 
COMMYNlCATlON,PUSH BUTTON L•~E~U~IT) -
MANUAL INPUT REGISTER (INPUTS A HANO•S!T 
l&•BlT WORD, MANUAL AND ELECTR · L~M liP) 
24 BlT PARAMETER UNIT 
WORD GENfRATOR (24BIT WORD 
MANU~LLY SET BY SWITCHES) 1 
DATA SWITCHES 
(10124 BlTS,READABLf. + CONTENT A~DR) 
MANUAL INPUT/OUTPUT (TEST UNIT PHOVID!S 
MANU~L DATA INPUT & VISUAL DAT~ qufPUT~ 
MANUAL INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER (24 BIT$, 
SWITCH IIP + LAM, 24 LEO OIP REG~S!ER) 
24•BlT MANUAL INPUT 
24•BlT MANUAL INPUT 
WORD GENERATOR (24 BITS 0~ BIN~RY DATA, 
SWITCH SELECTED) 
MANU~L REGISTER (FOUR 16 BIT WURU.S) 
PARAMETER UNIT (QUAD 4~DECAD~ BCU 
PARAMETERS MANUALLY SET) 
PARAMETER UNIT (QUAD 4 DECADE BC~ 
PARAMETERS MANUALLY SET) 






C 1 Oil 
SEN 





UTHER PARAlLEL INPUT MUDULES (INCLe LAM AND ~T~T~S 
REGlSTtR~,~!E ,232 FUH-LAM Q~AOI~) 
16•BlT INTERRUPT REGISTER 
(STA~US COHPAREO,CHANGE GIVES L.AM) 
PRIORITY INPUT RfGISTFR(12BlTS UHED TO 
~AM,FAST CUINC LATCH APPL,MA~K R~GlSTER) 
INPUT REGISTER (12 BIT, URED TU L.AM, 
COINCIDENCE LATCH A~PL 1 NlM IN~U!S) 
INTERRUPT REQUEST REutsTF.R 
(16 lNPUTS, ANY INPUT GIVES LAM) 
INTERRUPT REQUEST RE~ISTER (8 ~H~NNELS) 
INTERRUPT RE~UEST REGISTER 
BORtR 
CAM 2 1 09 





NUCL 1 ENT~H~RIS~S 
PULUN (248IT, MASKING CAPABILITY) 
INTERRUPT ALARM REGISTER 
(16 BITS, INDIVIDUALLY MASKA~LE) 
64 LINE SURVEYOR (SINGLE OR CONT,NUOU8 
SURVtY CYCLES, J SURVEY MODES) . 
STATUS INTERRUPT (24~IT 1 l/P&LATCH&LAM& 
MASK,GROUP&SlL•LAM•TlST,VAR,LOGI~&LEVEL.) 
J ~~ u 
SEN 
DIGITAL UUTPUT ~ODUL~S ••SERIAL/ C~UCKS,TIMfHS, 
PULS~ GENE~AJURS, PAMALLELI JTL ~UTPUT~ORl~ERI 
N (:AMAC CLUCK 
PRtStT SCALER (LEVEL OR PULSt TRAIN DIP, 
DURATICN SU ~y CliMMAN() 1 SlNGLE &-~tPEAf) 
CLOCK PULSE GENtRATUR (10 FIX & 1 PHU• 
GRAMMAHL~. IJ/P, INT 1 l"'HZ, fXT, ~lAX !;MHZ) 
SCALtR•Tlt-4E:.R (4X24BIT, lt;T, lMHZ CRYSTAL 
llSCILLATllR 1 RE:SULUTIUN 10Mt1ZJ 
CRYSTAL CONTROLLlD PULSt GENtRATUR(7 Dt• 
CADE:S .. lHZ TO !MHZ•500NS PUl,SE.S llUT,TTL) 
I-lEAL TIME CLUCK 
(4SlC CLIJCK/5MSEC STIJP WATCH) 
CL!JCI'\ G~NERATlJR (INT 10MI'Z 1 E.XT bOMHl 1 
8 DECADE: STEP3 1 PLUS PRUGRAMMAB'E UUTPUT) 
GATE-D CLIJCK (lOMHZ TU 1Hl 1 INT,.EXT 
CLUCK 1 ::l Y ~~ C H R I IN U U ~ t> A T 1 N G ) 
CL! J(. I\ PULSE r.fNERATOR (7 lJUTPUTS•tHZ TLJ 
1MHl•I N DEC4DE ST~PS 1 tOM H Z EXT IN 1 TTL) 
CLUCK GE: NERAT OR (I NT !MHZ, EXT 1UMHZ 1 





























NC DESIGNATION & SHORT OAT~ 
CLOCK PULSE GENERATORC7 DECADES•lHZ TO 
1MHZa500 NSEC PULSES OUT,TTL ANO . NlM) 
1 HZ • 1 MHZ QUARTZ CLOt~ (1 0/P • 1HZ 
TO lMHZ•aOO TO 800 N~EC WIDTH,TT~ LEVEL) 
QUARl•CLOCK WITH 2 TIMER FUNCTIONS 
tAMAC•CLUCK•GEN~RATOR(1 DECADES•10MHZ TO 
lHZ,~0/500 NSEt 0/P ~ULS£1 1 2~8V/50 OHM~) 
CLOCK/TIMER (0 1 001S TO 10 HRa TIME INTERVAL 1 TJME•OF•DAV OUTPUT) .. 
REAL TIME CLOCK (COUNTS 1 1 StC TU 999 
DAVS, DISPLAYS HRS/MlN/SEC, 50/60HZ GEN) 
WATCHDOG TIMER (MONITORS SYSTEM ACTIVITV 
GENERATES AUDIO ALARM & CONT4CT ~LOSURE) 
REAL TIME CLOCK 
REAL TIME CLOCK (3 1 8 USEC TO 18 1 ~ HRS, PRES~T•TlME ANO PRES~T•CUUNT MUD~S) 
INTERVAL TIMER/WATCHDOG (100USEC•lOOSEC 
INTERVAL, 1 S£C••l00 SEC TIME09T~ 
DEAD TIME COUNTER 
TIMER MODULE 
TIME BASE (10 TO lOOMHZ IN INCREMENTS OF 
10HHZ, USED WITH TO 20J11TD 2041~ 
TIMER (MIN 1USEC 10V' FROM C0UN!E~•PP1) 
TEST PULSE GENERATOR (5 TO 80 N8tC NIH 
0/P ~ULSE DERIVED FROM 8l 1 FC25) UR EXT) 
TEST P~LSE GENERATOR CNlM PULl~ ~AIR) 
8 CHANN[L DELAY GEN~RATOR (D~LAV U TO 99 
TIMEI CLOCK, DlLAV8 - CASCADAbL~) 
SERIAL OUTPUT REGISTER (12/1612• BIT, 
SCAL~R OR IHI'T REG, INT 1 100HZ~ 1MHZ~ 
N PRECIIION PULSE GENERATOR (0 TO +•10VOUT 
l TU 500US DECAY T%ME 1 50HZ HEP 1 tREQ 1 ) . 
DUAL PROGRAMMED PULSE GENERATORCOOHZI 
2KHZ18MHZ PULSE TRAIN,LENGTH-BY ~OHM~NO) 
N OUTPUT REGISTER 
(2X248ITr TTL LEVEL~, HANOSHA~E~ 
UPTI~AL 180LATED OUTPUT REGIST~R 
12 BIT PARALL[L UUTPUT REGISTER ~NlM) 
15 BIT PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER tBIT 
AOORtSSA5LE, NIM LEVELS OR P~L~E~) 
12 81T OUTPUT REGISTER(DC OR PUI,.~E 0/P, 
U~DATING STROBE 0UTPUT 1 NlM LEV£L~) 
OUTPUT REGISTER (12BlT 1 NlM PULSlS OR LEV£~1 OUT) . . . . -
Ol'f~RENTIAL OUTPUT REGI~TER 
PARALLEL OUTPUT REGIITER 
(14BXT, OUTPUT WITH ~AMAC 8T~NDA~O~ 
OUTP~T R!GIIT!R (24 BIT, 16 MA S~ OUT) 
OUTP~T REGISTER ~24BlT 1 0PTO•~OUP~ER,7M~) 
PARAL~E~ OUTPUT REG 1 (248lT,NEG/UPT POl TTL,~DJ 1 DURAT!O~&LEY!L,~ T!Ml~G .. MOD~Il 
DUA~ &6B!T PARA~~fL OUTPUT R~GlS!ER(TTL) 
DUAL 16 BIT OUTPUT RfG!ITER (IEL~CTABL£ 
0/- ~TAGEI ON PLUGABl! PC, FP ~ONNECTOR) 
DUAL 24 BlT PARALLEL OUTPUT RE~l!TER 
OUTPUT REG11T!R (2X24BIT OR &X~B~T, 
LED OUP~AY) 
24•BIT DUAL OUTPUT R~GIS!ER 
. ., . 
c 100 



































NUCL 1 ENT;R~RII~S 
SEN 
Sl ~A SYS!lMS 
K lN~ T 1C SYSTEMS 
StN 
Slt::MfNS 
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KIN;T l.C SYSTEMS 
MtT~lMPp 
NUCL 1 iNT~R~RlS~S 
NU~L 1 ENT~R~RlStS 
W[Nl£L ~~~KTRUNlK 



























NC DESIGNATION & SHORT D~T~ 
DUAL OUTPUT REGISTER (2X24BIT, OATAWAY 
READ AND WRITE, HANDS~AKE CONTROC, LO•l) 
(SAME BUT Hl•Z) . 
PARALLEL OUTPUT REGI~TER (2X24 BIT~) 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER (XSBIT PARALL 1 OUT~UT REGISTER,NO ~,TTL,l•H) -
WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR 
(MODULE WITH ONLY LUGIC BOARD) 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER (4X8BJT PARALL 1 OUTPUT REGISTER, HLC 24V) 
WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR 
C WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR, INVtRTING 
DIGITAL UUTPUT RlGISTER (4X88IT PARALL 1 
OUTPUT REGISTER, HLC 24V) . 
WITH fRONT PANEL CONN(CTUR 
C WITH fRONT PANEL CONNECTOR, INVERTING 
DORNlER MODULES ALSO MARKETED BY SlEMENS 
QUAD 24 BIT OUTPUT REGISTER (4X24 1 HAND• 
SHAKE DATA TRANSFER, PRUG 1 0/P POLARITY) 
128 BIT OUTPUT RlGISTER {ADD~ESSABLE AS 
8 lbBIT UR 128 l•BIT . wn~DS) . -
C TRIAC OUTPUT REGISTER (110V OR 220V AC) 
( BlTS, 2 AMPS, ZERU VOLTAGt ~~~TCHlN~) 
12 BIT OUTPUT REGISTER (RELAY ~UNTACTS 1 
SELECTIVE SET/CLEAR LAM GENERAfiUN) 
8 CHANNEL TIMED TRIAC OUTPUT 
8 AIT TRIAC OUTPUT REGISTER 
12•HlT OUTPUT REGISTER (WIT" OPTlCAL 
lSUL~TlUN,OP(N CULL U/P, MAX JOV/100MA~ 
12•BlT OUTPUT RE~ISTtR WITH lSU~~TfO 
RELAY 
DRIVER (16BIT,UPEN CULLECTUR OUT~UT VIA 
MULTlwAY CUNNECTOR 1 MAX 150MA/LlN£) 
OUTPUT REGISTER 
(16HlT 1 50V/ 1 05A MAX) 
OUTPUT REGISTER 
{16~IT 1 150VI,1A MAX) 
UUTPUT RE.GlSTER 
(1bHlT 1 25V/ 1 5A MAX) 
16•BIT OUTPUT REGISTER (ISOLATE~ RELAY 
CUNTACTS & LATCHBACK INPUT) . 
RELAY DRIVER (16 WAY R~LAV OUTPU!) 
PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER (16BIT ~EED RE• 
LAY,MAX S~ITCHED PWR 10~,4 TIMlN~ MODES) 
PARALLEL OUTPUT RE~ISTER (24~1T 1 OUTPUT 
WITH OPEN tULLECTOR 1 EXT, J0V/100MA) 
PARALLEL CUTPUT ~fGISTER (24BIT, OUTPUT 
~ITH UPtN CULLE.CTUR, TTL) 
DRIVER C24AIT uU TPUT REGlSTfR,Sfl AND 
READ RY CUI1HAN(l 1 24HIT I/P DATA . A~cE.PHO) 
UUP.'UT ~E.GISTfR (24 HtT 1 40 IIA JOV OUT) (SAME. lNV(RTfD lJUTPUTS) 
IJUTPUT RHISHR (24 tliT 1 1 AMP bOV OUT) 
(SAM~ ~ITH R[LAY CUNTA(TS, MUX CUNCEPT) 
(SAM~ ~ ITH R(LAY CONTACTS 1 fRE.E CUNTACTS) 
()UTPUT Rl:GISHR (2X1oF!IT 1 llPE. ~< t:ULLECTOR) 
!JUTPUT DRIVER(2X16BIT ,40f1A SlN~lNG,!::tLU, 
DATAWAY READ & wRITE 1 LAM I/P 1 STRUBl: U/P) (SAHt_, t:rHI) 
!JIJTPI IT DR1Vf.R(2X16t3IT ,125MA SlNKlNG,\:::t\..0 
lJATA~•AY ~HAD ~ WRITE,LAH I/P,SPhii:IE 0/P) 
(SAM~ 1 1=1'1I) 
llUTPliT DRIVFR(2X16BI T ,TliTE~1PULt::.,JO LOADS 
lJATAWAY HEAD ~ WPITE 1 LAM I/P 1 ST~~8~ 0/~) 
2~16 OH 4X8 RIT UUTPUT RtGlSTtR 
DUAL 16 KIT IJII TPUT RE.GISHP (TTL LEV~L:>, 
0 P 1:. N u , L L 1J lJ T PUT S V I A C Afi L l ) 
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Nt Ofi%GNA!ION 1 SHORT D~T~ 
DUAL OUTPUT DRlYlR CaOOMA SlNKIN~,24V) 
DUAL OUTPUT DR!YtR (HI VOLTA~£ D~lVfR) 
DIGI!AL UUTPUT CaXIOB!T, MAX 30V~ 
OUTPUT REGlSTfR (2X1081T VIA ISOLATING 
CONTACTS) 
DIGITAL OUTPUT (2X10BIT RELAYS) 
PARALLfL•OUTPUT REGISTER (24BlT 1 OPEN 
COLL~CtOR OUT~UT, HANDSHA.K~ ~A~I~J1Y' 
OUTPUT DR1VER(2X24BIT,40MA IINKING,IILU, 
DATA~AY READ I WRITE;LAM l/P~S1RU8E 0/~) (SAME, UHI) . . .. 
OUTPUT ORIV(R(2X24BIT 1 125MA SINK1NG,l~LO 
DATAWAY READ I WRITErLAM 1/PISTRUB£ OIP) 
(SAME, l1HI) - -
OUTPUT ORlVfRCaX24BIT,TOTfMPUL~,JO LOAOS 
DATAWAY RfAD I WRITfrLAM I/P,STRU8~ 0/~) 
DUAL OUTPUT R!GISTER (2X24BIT, O~EN COLL 
DIP, 'ULL LAM, OUTPU! STROBES) -
OUTPUT REGISTER (2X24BIT OR OX881T, 
250MA SINKING, D!DD! CLAMPED~ .. 
DUAL 24 BIT OUTPUT REG%8T!R(DC U~ PULSt 
0/P,~POATING 0/P STRO!E 1 TTL UP~N-C0LL). 
DUAL 24 BIT OUTPUT REGISTER (DC UR PULSE 
0/P UPDATING, JOOMA ~INK, DIUD~ ~LAMP£0) 
DUAL 24•BIT OUTPUT REGISTER (OPEN CULL 
DRIVERS, MAX 24V OR 2eoMA, REA~ UUTPUTS) 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REilSTfR (4X&BIT PARALL 1 
OUTPUT REGISTER,NO L,OP~N CULL UIP,l•H) 
WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTO~, 1'Hl 
WITH FRONT PANEL CONNEC!OR, l•LU 
DIGITAL OUTPUT R(Gl8TfR HJTH REEU RELAYS 
(4XBB%T OUTPUT REG, OPEN CONTACt•U) 
WITH FRONT PANEL CONNtCTOR - -































DIGITAL JIU, PERlPH£RA~ AND INSTRUMENTATION lNT~H• 
'ACING MODULES •~SERlAL ANO PARALLEL 110 R~Gs, · 
PRlNTER•,T~PE• 1 DVM~,~LUTtEN•-ANO . ANALYSER lNttH• 'ACES,$T~P;M0TOR DRliERS,SOP~LY ~TR,DlSPLAYS 
N COLOR DISPLAY CONTROLLER 
(SMALL PROGRAMMING EFFORTS, SUITED FOR 
OUT~UT OF FAST•RUNNlNG PICTUR£S~ 
1 141 SERIAL INPUT/OUTPUT MOUULtS ~GlN~R~L PURPOSE) 
N SERIAL IN/OUT MOOULf CTRANSF~R UP TO 1~M 
CON1AlNS A DATA TRANSMITTER, DATA . 
RECtiVER AND 8 CONTROL OUTPUTS)-
SERI~L INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER l6BlT COOED 
N SERIAL BRANCH ADAPTOR 20MA CUR~ENT LOO~ 
N COLOUR DISPLAY DRIVER,JOYSTICK INTERFACE 
N TELETYPE lNTERFACf 20MA 110 BAUD TU 
9600 BAUD SWITCHfD 
UNIV~RSA~ INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER ~2X16BlT 
INPU!, IX168IT 0UTPUf 1 RELAY$ UP!lONAL) 
N UNlV~RSAL IN/OUT MODULE (16BlT DATA IN) 
OUT~ OBIT STATUS TO AND FROM UNlTJ 
4 1NT£RRUPTS, J STROHES TO UNIT) 
INPUT RELAY AOA~TER (24BIT liP ~~LAY 
CUlL~, 0/P TO CAM 2,0~/CAM 2 1 09) 
OUTPUT RELAY ADAPTER (24BIT, I/P RtLAY 
COIL~ TO CAM 2 1 12•1r RELAY CUN!A~TS U/~) 
UPTUlSULATUR (24 INPUTS, OUTPUTS MAY BE 
CONNtCTEO TO CAM 2 1 05/CAM 2 1 09 
UNIVtRSAL INPUT/OUTPUT R~GISTEH 
16 BlT INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER (U/~ ~TAGtS 
ON PLUGABLE PC, FP CUNNEtTUR) .. 
INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER (24 BITS IN, 12 










NUCL 1 fNT~RP~lltS 
NUCL, ENT~M~RlSES 
NUCL, ~NT~R~RIS~S 































NC DE8IGNA!ION I SHORT D~T~ 
INPUT/OUTPUT RE~lSTE~ (a~BlT, lNlEGHATED 
INPU! 1 OUTPUT STROBE~, FULL LAM)- -
DUAL lN,UT DUAL OUTPUT REGlSTE~ \10BJT, 
TTL ~N, OPEN COLL TTC OU T, M~X 40MA,JOV) 
JN,UT/OUTPUT REGI8T£RC2X2~BIT 1Nr2Xl281T 
OUT,-3 INTRY MODES, CED DISPLAY) 
BU~FER ITORE/REGlSTIR (32X246IT 1 WITH 
fXTlRNAL ADDR!S8ING ,ACILITY) -
(IAMt, l2X24BITr WITHOUT EXT ADOH) 
(lAM~, JaXl&BITr WITHOUT EXT A~D~) 
IUrFfR ITOREIREGliTEH (32Xl6BIT, WITH 
'XTlRNAL ADDRESllNG ,ACILITY) -
(lAME, SIX2~8ITr WITHOUT [XT ADOH) 
(lAM~, 11Xl6BITr WITHOUT fXT ADD~) 
N TlLITYPE INTERFACE 
(,0~ e TRACK CC!TT NO 2 COOt) 
N TAPt READER INTERFACE 
era~ CT 2000 SERIEI-TAPE Rt~D~R~) 
N PUNt~ TAPE FAST READ~R CONTROL 
N ~UNCH TAPE FAIT READ~R CONTROL 
N FLOP~Y DISC INTERFAC~ MODULE 
N rLOPPY DliC SYSTEM (UP TO 4 DRIVES, 
IBM-COMPATIBLE) -
INTERFACE FOR A8Rl3 !TY 1 SERIAL D~TA LINK 
TELE!YPE INTERFACE 'OR MUDEL 72A 
ifRJAL DRIVER/RECEIVER (TTY, TTX & MODEM 
lNT~~FAClr va~ CCITT - ITANDARO) -
T!LETYP!WRITER INTERFACECI/U DATA THAN~F 
AND CONTROL 1 LA M USED - A$ TWU•WAY ~LAG) -
TELETYPE INTER~4CE (FOR ASR JJ, ~E~ 110) 
TERMINAl. DRIVER 
VERS~TEC I.INE PRlNTlR INTERF~C~ 
INTERFACING OUTPUT UNIT(8BIT DATA, CUNTR 
& ST~TOS REGS, FOR FACIT 8Pl lNT~R~ACE~ 
PA~ER TAPE PUNCH lNT~RFACE, COUP~ES TO 
FACl! 4070 1 DATA DYNAMICS 1 RACAL O~GlSTO~E 
INTERFACING I~PUT UNIT (8BIT DATA/STATUS 
& CONTR REGS , fOR ~A~IT 8Pl IN!E~FACE) -
PAPlR TAP~ READE R INTERFACE (CUU~I.~S TU 
LINWOOD, TREND, & RAeAL DIGISTOR~) 
MAGNETIC TAP~ INTERFACE 
(TAP~ DECKS OR CASSt! TES) 
PORT ~ BLE CASSE TTt ORlVER(fUR 1 C~SSETTE) 
UNIVERSAL ASY NCHRONOUS 
TRAN~MITTERIRECE 1 VER - Cl29 CHAR 1 B~ F F E R) 
PlRIPH[ RAI. HEADE R(88JT PARALL EL UATA IN, 
NEG OR PUS TTL , HA NDSHAKE - CON!RUL ~ ) 
PE RIPHE RAL DRIVER (I BIT DATA OUT,NEG 0~ 
POl !TL,HANDSHAKE CONT ROLS) 
N SERIAL HI GHWAY DISPI. AYeBIT, BYTE TO & MHZ 
l&BYTE MEN , 9BY TE Dl SPLAY DATAWAY REA0 1 
N DA TA WAY DIS PLAY ( VIS~A L 1 U F ALL L~NtS) 
N LIN EA R DI SPLAY DRIVER (DRI VES UP TU 16 
BUR ROU GH S 16 CHAR1 0R 32 CHAR 1 0I ~ P LAYS ~ 
N DA TA• TV • CONTROI.LER 
OIIPLAY UNIT (8CMX 10 CM CRT, lNPU!S• XrY• 
+'•&V, Z• 6V) -
DIIPLAY DRIVER (FO R CAM 3,01~ 
2• BIT DECIMAL DIS PL AY (6 IYM BO~S 01 1, ,, ,, ;g,A,B, ,,,,~) 





























75 ()70 0/A 
CAM J 1 0c 
































NC D~SIGNATIUN & SHORT D~T~ 
DECIMAL DISPLAY UNIT (ADORES~ AN~ 0 DATA 
DECADE' + MULTIPLIER OlSPLAYtD) 
DISPLAY CONTROLLtR (fOR 9007iiNC~UDES 
BIN !O DECIMAL CONVERTER) . 
COLOUR DISPlAY INTERfACE 
fXTEANAL DISPLAY FUR J EA 10 SCA~EA 
GRAP~lt DISPLAY ORlVtR 'UR ~P1Jl~/TEK604 
GRAPHIC DISPLAY DRIVER FOR STORAGE 
DISPLAY TEl< 602 
INTfRACTlVf GRAPHICS DISPLAY PROCESSOR 
128 CHARACTERS, 9X7 DOT MATRIX# 4 SIZES, 
VlCT0RS 1 ARCStClRCLES IN THREE LINE TYPES 
LIG~T PEN & TRACKER BALL.lNPUT$ 1 J2 CON• 
TROL . INSTRUCTIONS 1 BUILT IN ~K-S!ORE 1 
CRT DECIMAL DISPLAY SYSTEM CIN~L~DlN~) 
OISP~A~ DRIVER . 
DISPLAY SYSTEM COMPRISING 
DISPLAY SYNCHRONIZING 
(COM~ATIBLE WITH 60HZ '2' LINE MUNITOR~) 
DISPCAY SYNCHRONIZING 
(COMPATIBLE WITH 'OHZ 625 LINE MUN1TOR~) 
DUP(AY TIMING 
DISPLAY CONTROL 
DISPLAY REfRESH (ALPHANUMERIC + ~RAPHS~ 
DUAL LIGHT PEN INT~R~ACE 
PROGRAMMABLE OISPLAY.SYSTEM 
COLOR MONITOR • 12" 
N COLOR MONITOR • l~" 
STOR~GE DISPLAY DRIVER 
DISPLAY DRIVER (TWO 1061T DAC:,UUTPUT 
RANGE +5V TO .,v,TWO OPERATION ~ODES) 
STORAGE OSCILLOSCOP~ (DRIVER roR 
T£KTHON1X &11 OR 60l,USEO WITH 7011) 
SCOPE DISPLAY DRIV~R 
MANUAL CONTROL 0~ J Do 10 
SCOP~ DISPLAY DRIVER X•Y•Z (SYSTtM) 




LIGHT PEN FOR fDD 2012 OH CG 201~ 
LIGHT PEN (INCLUDES !RIGGER ~WIT~H) 
LIGHf PEN PROCESSOR 
PLOTTER DR I V~R 
(2X10BIT, X,Y OUT +'• 2 1 ~MV) 
PLOT!ER DRIVER 
X•Y HECOADER DRIVER 























J DO 10 
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INSTRUMENTATION INTEHfAC1NG MODULE~ (DVM, SUPPL¥ 
cTR, StE~P~NG MU!OR 0RlV~R~, PyL~f ANALY~t~ CT~) 
N READ•OUT MODUL~ FOH WtRE CHAMBER~ 
DUAL 1~ CHANNEL SERIAL OUTPUT MOUULE 
(STEPPER MOTOR CONTROLLER, TtL) 
STEP MOTOR DRIVER (MAX 32768 STE~S,RATE, 
ROTA!ION AND START/STOP fULLY tuAMANDED) 
STEPPING MOTOR CONTROLLER & DR~VtR 
(ADJUSTABLE ACCEL/DECEL 1 TIME & M~X FRE~) 
STEPPING MOTOR CONTROLLER, DUAL 
STEPPING MOTOR CONTROLLER, ACCtL~~ATING 
STEPPING MOTOR DRIVEH 
SUPPLY FOR J CP 20 
CONTINUOUS STEPPlR CUNTROL (6553o STEPS, 
POSI!ION/DlRECT,ISPEED/ACCELER, ~UNTROC) 
INCREMENTA~ STEPPE~ CONTROL(b553o STEPS, 
POSl!ION/DIRECT 1 /SPElO/ACCELER 1 ~ONTRO~) 
VARIABLE PULSE DURATION TRIAC OUTPUT 
MODULE - . . 
TRIAC OUTPUT REGlSTEH (110V UR 220V AC) 
( B1TS 1 2 AMPS, Z~RU VULTAG~ ~WITCHING) 
POWE~ SUPPLY CONTROL~ER 12•BlT 0/A CUNY 1 







J CP 20 










t:!l ~<A srsp.Ms 










































NC Dfi!GNATIUN I IHORT D~T~ 
CAMA~•TD•ICl~' PHA lNT~RfAC& 
MULTICHANNEL ANALYJIR • CAHAC JNTiR,ACE 
C'OR · ,~CKARD VOOO ANO VOO SE~I~I-MCA) . 
aYNCHAO TO DIGITAL CONVfRT[R 
(IIN~Lt AND MULTt•TURN CAPA81LIT~f3) 
DUAL IYNCHRO•Dl~lTAL CONVERT~R (~·BIT) 
DUAL lNCRfMlNTAL '011TIDN ~NCO~~~ ~IX20 
BIT X•Y DlGlTIZATION IY UP•DO~N ~OUNTEH) 
INTERFACE FOR MEASURING DEV1CE8 
- (DUAL INPUT 'OR 2 INfT~UME~TS) 
PULl~ DURATION DfMODULATOR 
HIGH PERFORMANCE DIGITIZER (l!OM~Z WAVE) 
HIGH P[RFORMANCt DIGITIZER ClGHZ TRANil) 
HIGH PERFORMANCE DIGITIZER (lGHZ TRANI!) 
ADCICAMAC lNTfRFACE ('OR ANY ADC,2Xl68lT 
0/P IU,,lR 1 8TATU8 1 LAM HANDL,tLOC~ TIME) 
liOLATED ON•OFF CONTROLLER FOR toDEVICES 
S CO~TAOL•LlNESID!V,it•IEC•'AlLU~E•Ttl!) 
CAMAC DATA LINK HODULf 
(16 &IT PARALLEL,AIVNCHRUNOU~ DA!A LIN~) 
N BISON•NET M!MORY MODULE 
N BISON•NlT TRANSMlTr•R!CElVE MODULE 
BIT•IYNCHRONIZER • HARDWARE PRUGHAMABL~ 
0 TO-lOV INPUT, PCM•.IGNAL IN ~E~I[S 
FORMAT•IYNCHRONIZER (IOENT & S/P 0~ DATA 
WORD~, IO'T• & HARO~~RE PROGHAMM~BL~) 
COMMUNICATION INTERFACE (Vi./V2JIV21 
MODEM INTERFACE WITM . AUTU•DlAL O~TION) 
COMMUNICATION INTERFACE 
COMMqNlCAT!ON INtEA~~CE W/ BUFFE~ 
N SVNCH~ONUUS HOOlM ADAPTER 
SERIAL ORlVERIRECEIVER (TTY, TTX & MODEM 
INTERFACE, V24 CCITT - ITANOARD)-
SERIAL INTERFACE eva• SPEC, QUAD VERSIUN 
VARIABLE TRANSMISSION RATES) . 
SERIAL. lNTERFACf. (VARIABLE TRANSMISSION RATE) 
START•STOP UNIT CSTART 1 STOP CLU~K AND 
GATE -OUTPUTS) 
FOUR FOLD BUSY DUNE (START Sl~NAL 
INITIATED BV COMMAND;DEVICE R!!U~N~ LAM) 
DATA TRANSHISSSIUN MODULE (5080 TO V1 6KB SYNC/AIVNC, V2~, Ul£ WITH 0326) • 
N FAIT SERIAL DATA L!~~ (&HMZ ~ULL DUPLEX) 






























Ill IU IYI!EMI 
Ill fo~A SYS!~MI 
DOHNl~R 
K 1N~ TIC IYi!lMI 
MET~lMPp 
UN 
DIGITAL HANDLING AND P~UCESSlNG MOUUL.EI •• 
AND/OR/NOR GAT£1rFAN.UUTS 1 bl,ITA~ LEVEL AND CUD( 
CONV~R!E~I,SOF,I~IiO~L~Y~,~RITAM~ PROCtla0~8 I!C 
N CAMAC COMPATIBLE MlCMQCOMPUTER 
1080 MICROCOMP, CAMAC CHATE, TTV IERIAL 
N CAM~C & DIGITAL CAIIETTE IN!E~~~t!O 
fAN•OUT UNIT (2 OREO INPUTS PRUVIDt 8 
TRUE 1 2 COMPLEM OUTPUTS 1 N%M S!~NALS) 
NIH FANOUT (DUAL 'OUR FOLD & CUMPL~MENT 1 
NIM 0RIV£R, •l•MA JN!O eOOHMa) -
TTL FANOUT (DUAL 'OUR FOLD & CUMPLLMENT, 
TTL DRJVER 1 60MA CURAENT liNK) -
NIH fANOUT (7•0R~O INPUTO, 8 O/P+2 COM~L 


















NC: D[llGNA!ION I IHORT D~T~ 
FAN OUT HODULI CILI II,, &6 ILl ~/~) 
II~•FOLD CONTROLLfO 'AT£ (INOIV 'ATJN;, 
,AN•IN AND 'AN•DUT C0NTROLLID •• -l.REG~) 
~AIT LOGIC UNIT (4X4 NIH IN,UT~) 
N JNPU! RIADER 216 BIT~(16X16 '.O~H~T) 
I CH~NNEL TTL/NIM CONVfR!l~ 
I CH~NNfL NIH/TTL CONV[RTER 
HIX CDNVERTIR (NIM TU TTL LfY£LI 
,LUI-TWO COM,LfMENT UUT,~TI) 
HIM CONVIRTIR (TTL TU NIH LEVELl 
'LUI-TWO COM,LIMlNT UuT,~T·) . 
HIX IL1 TO ILl CONV!RT!R 
(I T!L IIGNALI 1~,1 ~IH ~IGN~L! ~UT) 
N UNIV~RIAL LIYIL CONV~RTfR 
1 ll~ ~ODE CONYf~T~RJ 
DECIMAL IN'UT I NUMIERI 
J Dltlfl COOl CONVIR,IR 
-(tAMI IUT 3 NUMIIRI) 
CAMAC ICD•TO•IINARY ~ONYIRTI~ I 
CAMAC IJNARY•TO•ICO CONVIRTIR 
•ITM-OlCIMAL IIIPLAY - . 
IRA¥ CODI TO lCD CONV[RTlR (DUAL CHANNfL JN,UT WJTH MEMORY) 
N IYTI I£RIAL AIA'rfR 
IINARY CDDC CONVlRTIR(BlN•ICD OR ICD•BIN 
CONV~R,ION, DATA ,.0" DATAWAY OR '~ONT~ 
IINARI TO OICIMAL C00f CONVERTER (J4IIT IJNARY TO I DfCAb£1) 
N BINARY TO lCD CONVIRT, WITH DII,~AY 
CadiT TO I OIC~IU~ .. - .. 
BINARY TO ICD•CONVIRT!R(I41IT TO I D£CA• 
OI,OII,LU,CaNV ~lle,nL &.lVI~ ~UT.&•H) 
'ROGRAM ITORliRIGIITIR CIIIX1411T RAM + 
64XI.IIT ROM 1 CXT AI0R 1 UIE WltH.7111•1) (IAMl IUT WITHOUt lDIT RUM) - . 
(lAM~ BUT NO IU,,£R ~NO ~0 £XT A~OR) 
1024 WORD 14 liT ITATIC ITORC 'NURMAL I 
IYTI MODCI CI.!AR, INCR,-D£C~, R~AD, ,-
OVERWRITE 6N AODREII REG ARf '~R,QRMCD) (IAMt WlTH MEMORY ACttll ALIO ,ROM - ,RO~T 
~ANE~, MAIT!RIIL~V£ O,ER~TION)- . 
~•DECADE ADC & II•WAY MUX C'RfiiT XI•X&O 
'"'Li &IXI4 ITORt, lOOUifCICH O'OATI) . (IAMI AI 100•1 IUT WlTH-I•WAY ~UA) -(IAMl IUT IINARY AOC} . .. 
tiAM! AI IOl IUT WITH I•WAY P1UX) (IAMI, -IUT AM'L IAlN .CAN IE liT AND 
tTOR~o lNDJYlDUA~LY/~HANN!L, · e~o~BJN> 
Ill WORD '1'0 IU~'IR (14 liT~ ~~~ WORD~ 
40te WORD 11 liT ITOR[ 
Ill WORDI 0' 14 liT 'TOR~ HODULl 
,RO;RAHHAII.f READ ONLY M~HORY 
. (11-WOROI, &I liTI) 
N 1K COR~ MEMORY (241l!,aU~ CY~L~ !lM£~ 
N .K CUR£ HIMORY (~41I!,RUI CTCL~ !IHE) 
IUP,IR MEMORY (lSI. 'tilT WOROI, Ul~ WI!H J C~N 2~/tl~) 
N IU~'~R MEMORY (IIIXI~IIT WOROI,l/0 MOO~) 
N IUr'l~ MEMORY ,OR DATA L08G£R 
(II~ X il liT MC~DI~ . 
"IC!RUM MIMCRY 
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NC DESIGNATION & SHORT D~T~ 
FLOATING POINT ARITHMETIC lNT~R,AC~ 
('OR USE WITH M 128 HARD, FLUA! 1 -POINT) 
M!CHUPROCESSOR MOOUL~ (FUR FAST ASSY 1 OF 
SPECIAL INTERFACES ETc, 8080 · 8~8~0) 
C 96 CHAN 1 DRIFT CHAMB~R TDC ( 1 2,U8•1U8 
F,S,,SBIT, •o DEEP BUFFER, Dl~';IIP) 
128 CHAN 1 MWPC ENCODER (RECEIVER, DELAY, 
LAT~H~ ENCODER, 80 HIT BUfFER;OJ~FIIP~ 





ANALOGUE MODULES ••AOC,DAC 1 MULTIPLtX£RI,AMPL~• 
- fiERS,LINE~R GATES;OlS~RI~lN~TOR~ ETC . 
ANALOGUE INPUT MODULES (~C AND P~L~E ADC, TD~) 
32 CHANNEL ANALOG DATA SYSTEM 
(fXP~NDABLE WITH ADOlTIUNAL MUX MODULE~) 
N 16 CHANNEL AID CO NV ERTER, OIPF 1 lNPUTS, 
lOU$ CONVERSION, 12 BITS PR0GRAH 1 .GAIN, 
INT 1 MEMORY 
AIF CONVERTER 
N 512 'HANNEL ADC (PULSE 1 +6V OR +lOV, 
RANGE, ~0 MHZ C~OCK) 
N fAST 12B1T AID CONVERTER 
N ANALOG DIGITAL CONVERTER 
ANALUG INPUT (DUAL SLUPE AOC, +1•16V 
RANG~,l.BITSI16V+SIGN,0 1 2SEC CONVERSION) 
ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL lNTEFACE (WllH P~U~• 
%N C(JNVEIHER CARDS ADCISG, ADCIIOQ AND 
ADCI12G FUR 8, 10 AND 12 BIT CONVERSION) 
16 CHANNEL, SCANNING AID CONVERT~R 
N 16 CHANNEL,SCANNING AID CUNV~R!E~ 
INTEGRATING AID CONVERTER (ISOLATED liP 
INTEGR TIME 1SI,1SI,02S, RANGE 1 0J • 5V) 
VOLTAGE • fREQUENCY CONVERT~R 
tUSED WITH MULTIPLEX~RS J MX 10120) 
UP•DOwN SCALERIFREQU~NCY METr.R 
DUAL DlGITAL VOLTMETER (+AND• 0 1 ~V, 
10 81T, DiffERENTIAL INPUT) 
DIG 1 VULTMETlR (12~IT + SIGN, POf•fRE~ 
RANGES••AC/DC 1 02V • 20V,DC ~•iOOMAl 
DIGITAL VOLTMETER (SAME AS 
TYPE.C 7645l•A13•A1 WITH DISPLAY) 
ANALUG INPUTS (MULTIPLEXEH•AD~, 
8 OIFF I/P 1 +/•10V RANGE,78ITSiiOV+SIGN) (SAM£ FUR +l•eV RANGE, 7BITS/5V+SIGN) 
(SAME ~OR +IOV RAN~E, 88ITSI10V)-
DORNIER MODULES ALSO MARKETED tiY Sl~HENS 
ANALUG INPUT (A DC, +l•lOV HANGE, 
7BITSI10V+SIGN) 
(SAMf FUR ti•5V RANGE, 7~ITS/5V +SIGN) 
(SAM£ FOR +lOV RANGE, 8RITSI10V) 
DUA~ 10 BIT ANALUG TU DIGITAL CUNVERTEH 
SINGLE !OBIT ANALOG TO DIGITAL CUNVERT~R 
DUAL SLOPE ADC (+AND• O,OI/IIlOV RANGES, 
llBI! RES0LUTION,20MS CU~V TIME) . ~ 
SUCCtSS, APPRUX, ADC (WITH S+H, +1•5V uR 
0 TU +/•10V, 10•BIT,20/11 USlC A~CtSS) 
SUCC~SS, APPROX 1 ADC (WITH S+H, +1~5V uR 
0 TO +l•lOV, t2~tliT,23/13 UStC A~CESS) 
ANALUG INPUTS (MULTIPL[XlR"AUC, 
8 Dlf~ IIP,+/~!OV ~ANGE,11BITSI10V+SIG~ ) 
(SAME FO~ t/~5V RANGl, 1181TS/5V+Sl~N) 
(SAMt ~OR +IOV ~ANGF:., 12 BITS/IOV) 
ANALUG INPUT (ADC, +/•lOV RANGE, 
11BITS/10V+SlGN) 
(SAME FUR +/•5V RANGE,tlh!TS/ 5V+Sl~N) 
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Dfi%GNATJUN I SHORT D~T~ 
J•DECADl ADC I 16•WAY MUX (P EI£T Xl•XlO 
AMPL; 16X24 STORE, l~OUitC/t 0P0AtE) 
(~AME AI 800•1 BUT WITH 8•WA MUX) . (SAM£ 8UT BINARY ADC) - .. 
(SAM£ AS &01 IUT WlTH &•WAY MUX) (lAME, ·auT AMPL wAIN CAN BE SET AND 
ITOR~D lNDlVIDUA,LY/~HANN!L, - B~Di&IN) 
16•CHANNEL AID CONVERTER 
(DIF~fRENTJAL IN~UTS, ll BIT~ + !I~N) 
16eCHANN~L A/0 CONVERTER (AC~E~T! 4•20MA 
CURR~NT INPUT1 1 &1 BITS) 
AID CONVERT£R (l2BJT,MAX •o UIEC CONYER• 
8ION~ +AND•5V, +~ND•lOV, +10~ ~ANG(8) 
16 CHANNEL AID CONVERTER (fET MUX OIFF 
lNPU!I, 12BIT AUTO C~CLIN;, OU~L- · SLOPI~ 
DUAL 12 liT ANALOG TO DIGITAL ~O~VERT[~ 
IJN~LI 12BJT ANALOG TO DIGIT~L C~NVERT~R 
INIULATID ADC (l281TI, 100 UIIC, lOMV, 
'ULL ·aCALE, 300Y COMRON HOD£~ . 
DIIJ!AL VOLTMIT!R (1V,9VVMV !0 1~99 1 9V~ 
IUCC~I, APPROX 1 16 BIT ADC C+l•lOV, 5Mi ~ONV~R _ JON TIME, JNP~T PROTl~TlU~) -
li•CHANNCL ADC Cll FAIT liP, lOBITICH, 
,aSP~ IINSITJVITY, F~IT ~L~A~) .. 
l2•CHANNEL P£A~ ADC (1011TICH, •iY FULL 
'CAL~, 'AIT CLEA~, COMMON GA!~~ . . 
N 13•CH 1 fAIT CONY,QUADRATlC ADC (iBITIIUI J2•QfEP 8UFFER,11~ ~C ltNS,0•2·~ ~C) -
N 11•CH 1 fAIT CONV 1 LlNEAR ADC t981TI~US JI•~IEP BUff!A•112 ~C ltNI,O•I4~ P.C) 
N TAANIJ~NT R!CORDfR (18%T, 1 1•20HHl, 1024 - IAM~LEI,t1• 1 1eV-F 1 1~,PREIAM~L~N~) 
OCTAL ADC (MIN I NSEC PULifl, POt UR N~G 
- lltf/100 PC RUOL.UTION, ·tuo ~~~C-CONVf 
ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CONVERTER 
(IOM~Z, l2 BITI) -
16 1 000 CHANNEL '~LIE ADC (200M~Z C~OCK~ 
101• CHANNEL PULl! A~C ClOOMHZ C~OCK) 
'AIT ADC(lO & li8JT V!RIJONI,WJTH lAMPL£ 
ANO HOLD, CO~V TIM( 8US!CI.1auaEC)- .. ,A~T - D~AL ADC (DATA ~~ FOR 01~)-
EVENT TJMfRC••CHANNEL TIM! DIGITIZER, ~~ 
lOOM~Z lNT, CLOC~, L~M W~EN PON!~ 
~ QUAD CAMAC ICALE~ C•Xt6BlT 0~ IX~28JT, 
-.0 MHI) 
~ QUAD CAMAC ICALI~ (•XtOBlT OR IX~IIJT, 
· 100 MMZ 
TIM! OIGITIZER (4X161JT,OOHHZ C~UCK,NJTH 
~tNT~[ 'IND!R, U'ABL~ Wl!H '~liAHP-111~ 
TIMI DlGlTUER Cl C~ANNlLI,ll BITI, tOO HHZ C~O~K RAT~) 
OCTAL TJMl•TO•OlGJTAL CONYERT!R(,OIITICH 
101110~1110 NIIC . RAN~EI, FAI! ~L~AR) - -
tl CHAN, DRifT CHAMiiR TDC ( 1 5UI•lUf LAT~H, INCDDIR, 10 ~lT eUff~RiO~F~IIP~ 
c til CHANIMWPC ENCODER (RECEIVER, DELAY, 
f 11i,ll T, •o D~EP 8U''~R, Dl~f 1 1/P) 
AID CONVERTER (118JT + flGN UR lit CONY 
fJMI-,OU8lC, RAN~£ •••IV~ JN!E~N~~ 8~H~ 
TIMI D18lTliiR(.X161lT 1 CLOCK RATl 
70IIIMHZ, WI'H CE.NT£~ ,INDIN~ ~0~1~) 
TJMI DIIZTlZlR (4Xl6BJT,CLDC~ RATE 
,0/IOMI'tl,NIM LEY~LI) - - - • 
IIAJAL TIMI OlOZTIZ!R (IXIBJT 100MHZ, 
JIR + '!QUINT COUNT "OOitiHI~T·R~G - G~T~) 
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Nt OESIGN~TION & SHORT D~T~ 
8 CHANNl~ e BIT DIA CONVERTEM (CURRfNT 
OR VOLTAGE O/P 1 SLOW ANA~OG MET£R-ORIVER) 
ANA~UG OUTPUT (DAC, +tOY 0/P RANGE, 5MA 1 
•etT RESOLUTION, SINGLE DIP) -
(SAME WITH 128IT RESU~UTION, SlNij~E OIP) 
(SAM£ HIT~ 8BIT RESOLUTION, DUAL-0/P) -
(SAM£ WITH l2BJT RESULUTlON, DOAL UIP) 
(SAMt WITH 88IT RfSOLUTION, WUAD 0/P) 
(SAM! WITH 128IT RtSULUTION, - Q~A~ 01~) 
ANALUG OUTPUT (OAC,+'•iOV 0/P R~NGl,SMA, 
BBIT RESOLUTION, SlN~LE DIP)- . . . -
(SAME WITH 12BIT RESOLUTION, SJNijL~ UIP) 
(SAM£ WITH SBIT REIOLUTION, OUAL - 0/P) -
(SAM! WITH l2BIT RESOLUTION, DU~L U/P) 
(SAM! WITH 88IT RESOLUTION, QUAD .. OIP) 
(SAM~ WITH l2BIT RESOLUTION, - QOA~ Ul~) 
ANALUG OUTPUT (OAt, +&~ev 0/P HANGE,&MA, 
*BIT RESULUTlON, -SJNGLE OIP)- - .. -
(SAM~ ~ITH 1281T REIOLUTION, SINGLE 0/P) 
(SAMt WITH 8BIT R[80LUTlUN 1 OUA~-OiP) . (SAME WITH 128lT RESOLUTION, OOA~ 0/P) 
(SAM! WITH 8BIT RE80LUTIDN 1 QUAD. O/P) (SAM~ WITH 128IT RESULUTlON, - QQA~ UIP) 
OORNIER MODU~ES ALSO MARK(TED BY SIEMENS 
OCTAL OAt (lOBIT,o~~v,~OilHHS,lOUUCS) 
(SAM£ BUT WITH 2'8 COMPLEMENT 98IT+SIGN, 
+AND~ &V 1 'OOMMS) . . 
QUAD OAC (4 CHANNE~ VERSION U' OAC 101i) 
(SAME, 4 CHANNEL VERSION Of DA~ ~082(8~ 
DUAL 12 BIT OAC (+/• !OV OR +I• 5V 0/P, 
~OR X•Y OISPL~Y ORlVE) 
DUAL D/~ CONVERTER (12 BIT, JOUS~C CONY 
TIME, +lOV, +AND•lOV, +ANO•eV RANG~S) 
OCTAL OIA CONVERTER (8BIT RESOLUTION, 
0 TO 2MA OR 0 TO +10V OUt) - -
N DIA CONVERTER, 10 BITS, DUAL OR SINGLE 
CHA~NEL, +&•tOV OR +tOV OUTPU!S; 
N DIGITAL TO SYNCHRO CUNVERTlR, 14 BIT 
RESOLUTION, eo HZ OH 400 HZ, 
DIA CONVERTER (12BIT,5 USEC CONVtRSION, 
DIP RANGES +AN0~2,5VI~VI10V AND +BVI10V) 
8 CH~NNEL 10 BIT D•A CONVERTtR 
N 8 CHANNEL 12 BIT OIA CONVERTER 
DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTER (12BlT, CONV 
TIME . tOUSEC, 0/P RAN~E o·ro ev, MAX SMA) 
DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTER (4X108IT, 
TIM~- lOUSEc, OIP RAN~E +i•5V, MAX eM~) 
N MULTl•DAC 12 CHANNtL 12 BIT 
DUAL DIGITAL~TO•ANALUG CUNVERTtR (!OBIT, 
OUTPUT 0 TO +IOV OR ·~ TO +~V) . 
DUAL DAC C12BIT, +AND.lOV OR +ANU•20MA) 
N DIGITAL ANALOG CONVERTER C12BI!, 3 POT~ 
lSULATED DUAL DAC (10AIT,JOUSEC 1 10VI5MA 1 
OPTOCOUPLER 1 4 TIMING ~ODES 1 RlNCE~MU01f) 
QUAD DAC (8BIT 1 10USEC,5V/50MA 1 4TlMlNG•M 1 
··~ ~RANGE MODif,UPT,GR0UND·~E~&~5U5ECJ 
QUAD D~C(IOH%T 1 lOUSEC,5VI50MA 1 4T1MlNG•M 1 
+1 • ~RANGE MODIF 1 UPT 1 GROUND~~E~&~5US~C) 
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1 164 ANA~UGUE HAN~LlNG AND ~RUCtS~ING MUOULll I (M~) 
SEE A~SU DURNIER ADC TYPES 
N SOLID STAll ANALOG MULTIPLlXtR,J2 SlNG~t 
ENDED I NPUTS OR lb DIFftR,, EXP~N 0 A~Lf 
N 16 CHANNEL FET MULTIPLtX~R 
N M.UWAl (I] NT Rill 
MULTIPLEXER CONTROL UNIT 
(UP TU 7 CAM 4•08•21 IR CAH 4 1 08~22) 
AMI 
JMR 10 






























NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DAT~ 
12 INPUT ANALOGUE ~ULTIPLEXER 'RANDOM UR 
SCAN ACCESS CONTRO~L~D BY SKlP R~GIITE~) 
l2•CHANN!L ANALOGUf MULTIPLEXER 
(FET, ~ USEC I~IfCHlNG TIME, +I•~OV) 
WIDE•BAND ROUTER (l2•CHANNEL ~0 UHMI 
ANALOGUE MULTIPLEXER~ .. 
15 CHANNEL MULTIPLEXER (ANALOGUE SIGNALS 
ROUT£0 TO ADCIOVM,OI~fCT . + S~AN MODES) 
RELAY MULTIPLEXER(l& CHANNELS,MAX 200VI 
SOOMA OR lOVA, DATAWAY SET+%NCR~A~ORESS 
WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR .. - -
(SAME WITH LOW THERMU VOLTAGt CUNT~CT8) 
ANALOG MULTIPLEXER (15 CHANN~LS,HEED 
RELAYS 1 MAN AND OATAWAY IEL, EX~ANO~ILE~ 
li•CHANNEL AID CONVERTER 
(DI~~ERENTIAL INPUTS; 11 BITS + ~IGN) 
l&•CHANN[L AID CONVERTER CACCE~T~ ~•20MA 
CURR~NT lNPUTI 1 11 BITS) 
1! C~ANN[L ~fLAY MUL!IPLEX 
15 CHANNEL RELAY MULriPLfXER 
MASTER MULTIPLEXER (I& CH, ~ POLt REEO) 
SLAV! MULTIPLEXER (16 CH, • ~ULE - R~ED). 
N RELAY MULTIPLEXER &~ WAY 
16 CHANNEL RELAY MULTIPLEXER 
STANDARD LEVEL) . 
(SAME FOR LOW LEVEL) 
~ULT!PlEXER liX~ CONTACTS 
li•CHANNEL fAIT MULTIPLEXER (~fT 
SWITCHES FUR AOC 1243 AND 12~4~ 
FET ~ULTlPLfXER (16 C~ANNEL~, 
MAX +0R•lOV 1 DAUWAY SET+ltlCR 1 AOURt8S) 
WlTH 'RUNT PANEL CONNEC!OR 
FET MULTIPLEXER (16 D'FF liP, 
~AX +OR•10V 1 DATAWAY SET+INCR,ADOR[SS) -
wiTH FRONT PANEL CONNEC!OR -
16 CHANNEL A/0 CONVERTER (fET MUX DIFF 
lNPU!S 1 12BIT AUTO CYCLING, DUAL . SLOPE) 
16 CHANNEL FAST DIGITAL MULTIPLEXER 
(PUL~E WIDTH ~IN 7 N$EC) .. 
16 CHANNEL MULTIPLtXER (SWlTCHlN~ UF 3 
WIRE~, MAX !OOHZ, MAX 100V) -
16 CHANNEL MULTlPLEX~R (8WITCH1Nu OF 4 
WIRE~, ~AX SOOHZi MAX 100V) -
MULT1PL£XER•SOLID STATE (16 SlNGLE•ENO~O 
OR a Dl'F CHAN,RANDUM OR . SEQDENT ACCESS) 
32 CHANNEL ANALOG MULTIPLEXER (SlRVE AS 
CHANNEL EXPANDER FOR !301 OA1A .SYSTEM)-
J2 CHANNEL ANALUG MULTIPLEXER 
(MAX 100KHZ, ~AX +'•5V IN) 
C RELAY MULTIPLEXER (32•2 WIRE OR 
10•3 WIRE CHANNELS) 
MULTIPLEXER (32 CHANN£L 1 2 CUN!A~TS) 
MULTIPLEXER (32 CHANNEL, 4 CUNTA~TS) 
MULTIPLEXER J2X2 CONTACTS 
FET MULTIPLEXER {32 CHANNlLS, 
MAX +0R•lOV 1 0ATAWAY S~T+l~CR,AD~R~SS) 
wiTH FRONT PANEL CONNEC!OR - -
FE:T MULTIPLEXER (32 OlH lOP, 
MAX +0R•10V 1 DATAWAY SET+INCR,ADVRtSS) . 
WIT~ FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR . . 
FET MULTIPLEXER (64 CHANN~LS, 
MAX +UR•10V 1 0ATAWAY SET+INCR 1 AD0R~SS) ­
WlTH 'RUNT PANEL CONNEC!OR 
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C 72468•A0628•A001 8ltMtNS 




DU 200•12()1 DI.J~NltH 
ANALOGUE HANULlNG AND PHUCESSING MUDULES II tL1N 1 
GATES, A~P~,, Dl~C~l~l~A!U~S E!C~ 






































DEIIGNATION & fHORT D~T~ 
flL TER AMPL!,If.R 
(GAIN RANG£•• O'f• X!, X10) 
~ AtTIVE 'ILT!R AMP~l'l£RC10•1~00VIV GAIN, 
. ,11.1UI£C GAUSI~PUL~E I~APING,O•SOV O~T 
IA8£L!NI R£1TOR~R( 1 11 COUNT RATE STA81~ UP TU IOKHZ,O•lO tiO.SIGNALI;lV/V GAIN~ 
DELAY AMPLl'1£RC 1 25 • .,75UifC DELAY, 
0 TO &OV IN/OUT IIGN~L8, SV/V ~A~N) 
IUM•INVIRT AMPLI~llR( 1 11 NON•LINtARITY, lY/V . GAIN, 0 TO iOV lN/OUT SlGNA~I) -
~lNEAR GAT£ ( 1 21 NON•LINEARITY, •I• IV/Y 
&A1Ni 0 TO lOY INIUU! IICNAL~) 
PULl£ ITRETCHER( 1 01• 1 tUIEC 1/P WIDTH, iUIE~ CIP WIDTH 0' P~LII~, 1 9 VI~ GAIN~ 
IINGL! CHANNEL ANALYI!R ( 1 2•l0V LC/Hl ~IV£~, ,2•2V WINDOW,- ,S•t,DU~E~ ~lLAY) 
LlNlAR RAT£MITER CIO TO lOOKCPI ~ANGE, 
Ill~ TO ~OIEC TIME ~ONITANT~)~ 
LOGIC SHAPER AND DELAY (1 2 TU l10UIEC DILA,, · ,a TO SSUIEC 0/P ~ULIE ~~~TA) 
UN1YlRI4L COINClDENCI 
( 1 1 !O - IUI£C REIOLVING TIME) 
,AIT AMPLI'I£R C200V/V GAIN, 10N8 R!lf 
T!Ml, 200N8 TC DIFF, 200NI T~ JN!EGR) 
FAN UUT 
(1 N.M - tN, 2 NIM & r COM~L T!L O~T) 
C O!TfCTOR BIAS SUPPLY ( TO ti•2000V, 
1MO~M AND lOMOHM OU!PUT RESII!A~C! 
N CHARGE PREAMPLIFIER (2 1 8 KEY, 0 1 G~KfV/PF NOISE FOR G!) 
N CHARGf PRfAMPLIFlER Cl 1 J KEV, O~O~~EVIPF NOISE FO~ GE) 
N ICINTILLATION PREAMPLIFIER (6 1 10~8C GAlN 0 1 1~ NONLINEARI!V,DOUSlC Of~A~ !IM~) .. 
N 'AJT DIICRIMINATUR C•o,tev TU •IV DISC, 
LtV~L, 0 1 81 NONLINE~RITY) . 
N CONITANT REACTION DISCRIMINATOR ,0,0~ TO 
0 1 3-FRACTIDN, ~OMV lN 1 8£NSlTlVITY) -
N MANO~EtOND DELAY C2 1 5NS ~0 66N~ ~ELAY) 
N ANTl•CUINCIDENtl /Ol~CRIMlNA~OR 
N 1 X 16 CHANNEL FAN OUT 
N 2 X e CHANNE~ fAN OUT 
N MANU~L. DELAY 
CAMAC CONTROLL~O PULSE 8HAPER (4 PM II~, 
4 NIM liP ' 6 NIH 0/P) 
SAMPLE~AND~HOLO AMP~IFJER (DUAL OIFf 
AMPL 1 +1•10V RANGE,20MA OUT,DUSEC SETTL} (SINGLE AMPL VERSION, BUTH TYPlS HAVE 
HOLD .. AND TRACK MOOES) . 
PROGRAMASLE AMPLlFIERIATTENUATUH (GAIN 
ODB TO 6006 IN lO Sf£PS, ATT~NUATIUN ,~) 
-(S AME BUT DUAL CHANNEL VERS~ON) 
PROGRAMMABLE AMPLI~I~R 
(GAIN 1, 10, lQO, 1000) 
(SAM~ BUT OUA~ tHANNfL. VERSlUN) 
PROGRAMMABLE PRESISlON ATTENUATOM 
(l/1-TO l/2048 1 20V MAX liP ~ANG~) 
OlGITA~ WlNOOW DlSCRIMJNATUR (WITH 
128Xl6BIT BUFFER, PA~ALLfl + S~RJAL II~) 
TIM£ TO PULSE HEIGHT CONVERTER (START• 
~TOP liP; MAX 25~NSE~, R~SDL . IOO~S~C) 
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IIIC OEilGNATlON & SHORT DATA TYPE 
,li' UTH~R DlGlTA~ ANOIUR ANALOGU~ MODULES ~•MIXED 
ANALOGO! AND DlGlT~L~NUT · o~TAWAY .. CONNfCTED -tTt 
PROM PROG"RAMMER 
DUAL BRIDGE POWER IUPPLY 
(FLO~TlNG OUTPUTS lACH MAX 24V/200MA) 
OCTAL 'LOATlNG POWERED BRIDGE 
(PT•!MERMO•R APP~, US! WlTH tAM ~ 1 08•21) 
OCTAL 'LOATlNG POWERED BRIDGE 
(PT•!HtRMO•R APPL, U~[ W!TH CAM ~ 1 08•22) 
COLO POINT POWER SUPPLY 
(FOR COLD POlNT R!FEA!NCE BRIO~f!) 
N OPTO~OUPLER (24 INDE~!NDfNT ~H~NNELI) 
N OPTOCOUPLER (24 INOEP!NDENT ~H~NNELS) 
N OPTO~OUPLER (24 lNOE~!NOfNT tH~NNELS) 
N OPTO~OUPLER (24 INDf~ENOENT ~H~NNELI) 
N RELAY COUPLER (24 INDEPENDENT ~H~NNELS~ 
N RELAY COUPLER (24 INO[PENDENT ~H~NNELS) 
N RELAY COUPLER (24 INDEPENDENT ~H~NNELS~ 
NUMERICAL CONTROL 8YITEM 1 CAMPUS (CAMAC 
MlC~O PROCliiOR UN19[RI~L SYS!EM) 
DATA REt!lVER ,OR ~ftHANICAL OPE~ATIONS 
(e DECADE DATA,J OEC~DE INST~U~T~O~ REQ) 
N R!PROM MEMORY PROGRAMMTION MUD~L~ 
CAMAC PROM PROGRAMMER 
CURRENT SOURCE (1MA . TO 10MA AND ~OR PT 100 AOAP!UR) 
N tONT~O~L~R FOR NI•WlRf•R~ADOUT 












27 34 tl5!/A 
27 J4 6!)!/B 
,2 SYSTEM CUNTRU~ EQUIPMENT• COMPUTER COUPL.ERS, 



















lNT[R,ACii/DHlVERI AND tUNTHUL.L.£H8 ••PARALLEL. MUUt 
FOR 4600 8kANCH ANO UTHER MULTl·~RAT~ BUS, 
SINGLE•CRA!E SYSfEMS,AUTONUMOUS ~YSTEMS 
N MACAMAC CONTROL.~~R WITH HICRUPRUCESSUR 
FOR AUTONOMOUS CRATE. OPtRATI!lN -
1~21 
lNTERFACtS/DHIVERS FUR MUL,TlCRATt ~YSTEMS 
(4600 tlR~N~H COM~ATI~L.~) -
EXECUTIVE SUITE 
ASSEMBLY Of MODULAR CONTROLLERS lN CAMAC 
CRATt, COVERS SYSTEM CDMPLtXlT~ ~RUM 
SINGLE SOURCE•SlNGLE CRAtE TU MUCTI 
SOURCE•MULTI CRATE SYSTEMS,CUMP~·SlNG 
tXECOTIVE CONTROLLER (TRANSFORMS 
STANDARD CRATE INTO 3YST~M CRAlEj -
BRAN~~ COUPLER (UNE PER 8RAN~H; MAX 7) 
AND SYSTEM INTERFACE SOURCE UNITS, ALSO 
OPTIONALLY AUTONOMOUS CONTRO~L[R-SUURCE 
UNIT~ (ALL INSERTED }NTO SYSTEM ~RATE) 
PDP•1l SYSTEM INTERfACE, COMPRISlNG 
PRO~RAM TRANSFER INT£RFACE 
UNIBUS TERMINATION UNIT 
INTER UNIT BUS (LINKS UNIBUS TU 
ALL SI SOURCE UNITS FORMING INTEHFACEJ 
INTERRUPT VECTOR GtN£RATUR (AD6S - AUTONU• 
MOUS ENTRY OF' GL•DtAlVED HITERRUt-TS) 
AUTONOMOUS MEMORY ACCESS CUNTRULLE R 
(2 U~EC/WORD TRANSFER TO PDP•11 ~TUMl) 
NOVA/SUPERNOVA SYSTEM INTERfACE, CUMPR 
PROGRAM TRANSFtR INTERFACE 
l/0 BUS TERMINATION UNIT 
INTER UNIT BUS 
INTEARUPT V[CTOR GENtRATUR (256 ~IT TRAP 
STOAt, BRA NCH OR GL ~RIORITY MUD~S) 



































NC OESIQNATION & SHORT O~T~ 




INTERFACE CARD FOR HUNEVWfLL J16•51b 
INTERFACE FUR K202 COMPUTER (2481T,AUTU• 
NOMOUS BLOCK TRANS~ERS TDifRUM MtMURY, 
L•NUMBER INTERRU~T ENCODER) -
SINQLE CRATE CONTROLLER FOR MICR~L N/G/S 
CRATE INTERfACE ~OR MULTI 20 OR MULTI 8 
CRAT~ CONTROLLER 320 
CRATE CONTROLLER 404 




JC Mit; 10 
J CM 8120 
C 72.51•A~446•A6 
I; 7~451d~44hA7 
~ONTRO~L~R~ ~OR AUTONOMOU,LY O~l~A!~D ~YSTlM~ 
(AND RtlAT~O UNI!Sl . 
C DATA PROCESSOR (AUTONOMOUS PHO~RAMAULE 
SINGLE DATAWAY CONTROLLER &4 REGIST!RS 
PROM AND RAM MEMORY EXPANDABLE)- - -
MICROCOMPUTER 
CRAT~ CONTROLLER FOR 3880 
N AUTONOMOUS CONTROLLER WITH BUlLT IN 
MICROPROCESSOR 
N PROG~AMMlNG CONSOLE ~OR JCAM 10 
N 12K BYTE MEMORY EXTENSION 
CADET (SlNGEL•tRATE CONTRULLlR FUR READ• 
ONLY-SYSTEM, INCL MODULE TlST & UISPLAY) 
PRINT BUFFER (ALLOWS A PARAL~El ~RlNTER 
TU 8~ USED WITH THE CT 20!8) 
PROG~AMMABLE CRATE CUNTRDLLf.R 
PROG~AMMAB~E CRATE CUNTRDLLE~ 
N OMA ~ONTRDLLER FUR PDP11 
SYST~M CRATE CONTRUL~ER 
MOOCOMP I,MODCQMP II & MUDCOMP Ill 
SYSTEM DHI~ER(US~ WIT~ J960) 
CONTROL DATA 6000 SERIES SYSTEM URI~ER (USE - WITH J960) -


























,22 lNTEflFAC~: S/CliNTflULl.f. RS/lH<'li/EkS FUR SERIAL HIGHwAy 
N MACAMAC CONTROLLER AS TYPE 1~21 ~UT 
ADA~TED FUR SERIAL HJGHwAY UPER~TlU~ 
SERIAL C~ATE CONTRULLER TYPE L•l 
(CUNFDRM1NG TO ESONE/SHibl AND EHRATA) 
SERIAL EXTENSION UNIT. B BIT BYTt ~ERIAL 
LINK, BRANCH COMPATibLE, CONSISTlNG OF 
SERIAL CRATE CONTRULLER *L•t* (CUNFURMS 
TO E~ONE/SH/01 'TID•2648B + . ERH~TA) 
MANUA L SERIAL DRIVER (BIT/BYTE MUOt, 
MULTIPLE MESSAGES, ~~ROR - G~N~RAT1UN) 
PDP•11 INTEH~ACE (~RANCH A~OIOR ~ERIAL 
HIGHWAY 1 D~1A 1 ~DIJ11 R~- G, ASSJ(iNf'IEt!TS) 
N SERIAL HIGH~AY UlSPLAY~BIT,6YTE TU ~ MHZ 
IOB~Tt MtN, 9BYTE DISPLAY DATA~iY RtAU, 
MAST~R LUOP CONTROL UNIT 
SERIAl HIGHWAY LUDP CONTROL UNIT 
TRAN~F, ISULAftD SERIA L D•PUHT AUAPTER 
CRA Tl:. CUNTR!lLLER EXPANDER 
TYPE L•l CRATE CIINTRIILLfR fOR THt 
" S T A N 0 Af.W " S ~ R I A L H l(, H W A Y 
DRIIIfR FUR SlRIAI. HlliHloiAY 
DRIVlR FUR SfHIAL Hl~HWAY 
(wiTH 256 WIJRD fHll llUf~tR) 






















































NC O~IIGNATION & IHORT O~T~ 
SERJ~~ CRATl CONTROL~ER !Ptti~JC~TION ~l 
N ~ERJ~L HlaHWAV DRIVE~ 







,n UNITS RELATiV TO ~600 -HANCH OM UTH£H PARALL~L 
- MOOE CONfROLiDATA HJGHwA' ••CRAT£ tCNTAOLLlRI, 
T!AMIN~TJO~I,L~M-GAA~i~t,i~A~C~/IU~ ~KTlND~R~ 
N MACRCeHEMORY (M!M 1 ~UR MACRO•COHMANO& 
ANO.OATA CNTIRIO VIA OAfAWAY bR' '• P, 
IWl!C~IIt ACC 1 ~ART-TO 0ATA · P~O~f,80R~ 
DIIP~AY ORIYER(CONTRULS riA OIIP~AY, 
ALaO C~ATE CTA AND BMANCH ORJV~R~ 
TYPE A•l tRATE CUNTRULLl~ 
CR4T~ CONTROLLER /!ION~ TYPl AJI 
'CON~OAM& TO fUA-600 IPf~l) 
CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE CCA•I ACCORDING !O 
!UR4~00 IP£CI WITH C~RN OPTION! - . 
~IONt TYPE A1 1 CRATE CONTROLLER(,ON,ORHI TO IQR~too ,,ret; JN~L c£RN Ho~o~o~TION> 
CRATl CONTROLLER TYPE A•l 
(CON~ORM~ TO EUA-600-IPE~I). 
IRANCH .CRATE CONTROLLER/TYPE A•& 
'CON~DRMI TO £UR -4t06 IP~ce, tt71) 
TY~I A•& CRATE eDNTRDLLER 
TY~f A•l tRATE CONTROLLER 
'CON~ORMI TO IUR.IOO .IPE~I) 
CRATI A•l CONTRD~LCR 
lCON~O~Nf TO !UR •tOO IP~CI) 
-~RA. fl CONTRD~LIR TYPI A (CON,OAMI TO 
~u~•'o~ IP!tl) - - - • · 
CRATJ CONTROLLIR TYPI A•l 
.CON~OANI TO IUR~IOO-IPE~I) 
A•& 'RATE CONTROLLIR (CON,ORHI TU 
IUA4,00 IPCCt, INCL ~IAN IPI~ ~0~0 LIN~) 
CRATI CDNTRO~LIR '' ~IUR-4.00 ~~~Cf ~NO ~ERN NOT~ ~1•00) 
~AM 8RADIR Cl• liT MAIK RIGIIT!R, 
~LUG.IN ~ATCH IO~RD,-C!RN 61~)-
LAM tRADER CZNTIRNALLY PATCHAI~I, IWZTCH 
· ·ILI~TA8Ll MULTI~CRA!I 8~•Rif'0~!1~ -
~AM !R~OI~•IORTIR 
~AM !R~O£R (14 IJT) 
LAM 8111AOIR (DIIJGRib TO IUR •eoo IP~C·) 
~RIO~I!Y liRAOfR 
LAM ~R~OfA CCIRN IPI~I 0~~) 
~AM ~R~OER CCIRN IPI~I 0~~) 
N ~AM @R~C!R 
LAM GRADER Ca48JT HAIK REG, WITH CABLE, 
~ATC~A8LE C•ADOReRIG-,OR MULTleCHAf! 6~) 
LAM QRAOIR(i411P•&I•MASKEO•&IU"•LAM•LIDS 
a•~eK.14M 1 LAM+IUM•TOG 1 LAMl•~•eA!C~P~NEL~ 
BR~N~H HIGM~~y T~RHINATO~ 
BRANCH TERMINATION UNIT 
~WIT~ IU!~T•IN C~ILI~ 
IRAN~H TlRMINATlDN UNIT ~NON INPJCATJN~) 

























































Nt DESIGNATION & SHORT D~T~ 
8RAN~M TERMINATOR 
!RANCH TERMINATION ~lTH JNTE~R~L C~ILI 
BRAN~M T~RMJNATO~ IN A CONNE~TOR 
8RAN~H TlRMINATOR 
BRAN~H TERMINATOR 
BRANCH TERMINATOR (NON.INDltAT1Nij, 40 tM 
~LYI~G CABLE WITH BRANCH CONNEtTDR) 
(OIT!O~ ~XX• CABLE LlNGTH IN C~) · . 
CRATf CONTROLLER BUS TERMINATOR ~OR A•l 
CRAT~ CONTROLLER . 
BRAN~H HIGHWAY TERMINATOR 
BRANCH T!RMJNATOR (FULL BRANCH MUNlTOR 
WITH-INTERNAL STQRAG~ AND L!D DJ!P~AY) 
VISUAL BRANCH TERMINATOR CSTDR~S AND 
Ol$P~AYS ON LEOS BRANCH ~IGN~L~) 
C BRANCH TERMINATION WITH BRAN~H D~S~LAY 
AND-INTEGRAL CABLE . 
BRAN~H TERMINATOR (~ITH IND1CA!0~8~ 
BRANCH TERMINATION UNIT 
(W!TH lNOlCATOR AND POWER SUPPLY~ 
Dl~FERENTIAL BRANCH EXT[NO[R 
(rOR EXTENDING BRANCHES UP TU J ~M) 
BRANCH HlQHWAY TRANS~£IV~R ,OR LUNG 
OIST~NC£ TRANSMl$SION 
S!RIAL DRIVER (TERMINAT~S BRANCH HIGHWAY 
AND ~£TRANSMITS COMMAND SERIALLY) . 
$ERIAL RECEIVER (RECEIVES SERIAL .DATA, 
DRIV~S TYPE A•l SYST~M, OPTICAL ~SOL) 
UNI8US EXTENDER, TRANSMITTER 
RECEIVER 
(FOR DISTANCES UP TO 200 METRE UH MORE~ 

















CAM lt U•' 
C 'UIIld~hAl 
DB£ UOl 





SySTEM REL~T~D TEST ij[AH 
SYSTEM CHECK OUT UNIT, STORES DATA & 
COMM.ND IN REAOABLl RF.GS 1 PROGRAMMABLE 
SYSTEM TEST UNIT (fUH EX[CUTlVE SUIT 
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION, SEt HX•CtRe2) 
PDP,.11 SIMULATOR 
TEST CONTROLLER WITH PROGRAM PI.U~BUARD 
MANUAL BRANCH T~STtR (TYPE A SYSTEM TEST 
SET WITH MX•CTR•2 & BR~CPR•2) -
C MANUAl. CUNTRnLLlR (S~ITCHES ~OH N,A,f 1 C, 
I,Z;UP•MODES•REPtAT 1 SINGLE ~ STlPPING} 
BRANCH HIGH~AY Tl3T POINT HOOULE(24 DIH• 
ECT,22 INDIRECT ACCESS PlliNTS FO~ TESq 
BRANCH HIGHWAY R~MUH INt1!BlT MUUULE 
(REMOVES INHlHIT FROM BCM/BA/BF/~N/BTA~ 
MANUAL BRANCH DRIVER (FOR TESTlNij TYP~ A 
SYSTfMS) 
MANUAL BRANCH CONTROL SET 








C CMB 10 
JOl~w~R 
JO!otWA~ 







N~C~ 1 ENT~~~RlS~S 
NUCL 1 ENT~~PRISES 














































NC DtSIGNATIUN & SHORT DATA 
C MC WURO GENERATOR ~OR USE WITH TYP~ 1~0 
(24 8lTS WORD TO W BUS LINE~) 
C WORD DISP~AY ~OA USE W%TH TYPE 1~0 
<a4 SIT$ A!GISTER WITH INDl~AT19N~ 
T!ST CONTROLLERa4 
TEST CONTROLLfRae 
MANUAL CRATE CONTRULL~R 
MANU~L CRATE CONTRULL!R 
MANU~L DATAWAY T~ST CONTROLL~R 
MANUAL DATAWAY CONTROLLERIO!SPLAY ~Y~T~M 
INTfR,AC! TO OATAWAY -
CONT~CL AND DISPLAY ~RATE 
MANU~L CRATE CONTROLLER 
TEST MODULE FOR CRAT~ CONTROLLER AND 
DATAWAY . 
DYNAMIC TEST CONTROLLER (GENERAT~S ALL 
POSSIBLE CAMAC COMMANDS tN SIN~L~ CRATE) 
DYNAMIC TEST CONTROLLER (2 SIMULT TRANSF 
SJNGLE,STEP•BY•STEP AND CONTINOO~S MODE) 
DATAWAY SERVtCE MODULE 
MANUAL INPUT/OUTPUT (TEST UNIT P~UVIDES 
MANUAL DATA lNPU1 & VISUAL DATA OUTPUT) 
N DATAWAY DISPLAY 
DATAWAY DUPL.AY 
CAMAC TIST MODULEIDA!AWAY DISPLAY 
CAMAC DATAWAY DISPLAY (DATAWAY SIGNAL 
PATTERN STORED/DiSPLAVED 1 2 TfST MUDES) 
CAMAC DATAWAY TEST AND DISPLAY MUOULE 
DATAWAY MEMORY 
(DlS~LAY + READABLt REGISTER) 
DATAWAY DISPLAY (STORES AND DISP~AYS 
DATAWAY SIGNALS, fAR~QXCiZ51~2~PlP2) 
DATAWAY DISPLAY (SEPARATE R & ~ ~lSPLAY, 
TRA~~~ OR $TOREI, MANUAL CLEAR~ 
DATAWAY DUPL.AY 
N EXPANDER FOR MOO~L l290 
DATAWAY DISPL.AV (WJT~ ~EMORY, FULLUw, 
ON•Ll~E & TRIGG~R MODf.S) 
DUAWAY DISPLAY 
D.ATAwAY DISPLAY (DISPLAYS AND STtiRE.S 
DATAWAY SlGNAL PATTERN) . 







C~M 7 1 01 
D Al '0 
J DA l 0 
C Al l 0 














1 34 MODULE RELATtD TtST GEAR (MOUULE EXTENOEHS) 
CAMAC MANUAL MODULE !ESTER 
1 341 MQDU~E EXT~NU~RS 
CAMAC tXTENDER MODULE 
E.XTENilON FRAME (MODULE EXTENDtR~ 
MODULE EXTENDER (+AN0.6V,+ANUw24V FUSED, 
RETRACTABLE LOCI<lNG 0EVICE) 
EXTENDER MODULE 
(FUSED +&•6V ANO +&•24V 1 IUPPOHT ARM) 
fXTENDER ~ODULE (W/36 POS PC E.DGt CONN) 
F XTENOER CARD 































N~C~ 1 fNT~R~RlS~S 
BJ KA SYSUMI 
CiEC•EI.~IO!T 
JOii.fo(Gt:,H 
f(lN~ T 1C SYlHE.I'IS 
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Nt OEilGNATlON & SHORT D~T~ TYitr; MA~U~~~T~M~R IIIli?!~ o~l.~. v NPft 
N FLUUL! le WAY EXTI~DER 8010 N~C~ 1 iN.T~~~~~~~~~~ H~ ~~· 
BUFFER~D EXTENDER (18N8£C PRUPAGATION 000 POL. UN 1~8 
DELAY, 10 CM FL!Xl·L~ CABLE) 
EXT!NOU MODUL.E 061 POl. UN /~J 
UTl~O!II cu "~T 1~a 
HOOU~~ UTENDER ME 20~0 UN /~0 
EKTINOE~ (XKXtL!NGTH OF CABLE 8~7/XXX T~I<I?AJA 1~11 0~ 
IN MM ai¥0NO RACK, IINGI.£ Wl0TH) 
(DlTO, DOUBLE WIDTH~ FlkEO 3JD£i) 5UJIXXX a 111 
COJ!O, OOUIL! WlDfH, HlNGEO ~ IJD~I~ Ua~IXXX ., ~~· 
N C AHA~ d X Tt:ND!R MODUL~ C E M WiH~M~N~ ~~· 
N euo lNT!RFACE C~RD ~XTlNDER 8074 N~C~, ~~T~R~RII~I NA ~~· 
,37 OTHER Tf~T G~AR FO~ ~AHA~ EQ~J~M~N! 
TRANIUNT GEN!RATOR(MQOUL.E NUll£ IUSCiftT TG JOI~i~~ ~~~ JllLlTV tEITEO IY Ttl~NU~NTI ON ~C - LJN~S 
• a1 • 
NC OEIIGNATlON I SHORT DATA TYPf 
•• 
CRATES, IUPPL!~S, COMPUN~NTS, ACC~SIORIES 
········*•**************************····· 
••• 
CRATft AND RE~AT~D tOMPUNINTS/ACtEIIORlfS •• 
- CRATEI WITAI~ITHOUT 6ATAWAV ANO 80PPLY, 
BLANK ~R~T~I,CAA!E · Y~N!l~A!ION - G~AR 
CRAT! (110YA 1 COOLED,MCDULAR POWEHED BY 
MAX 8xteaa OR 1XIg23/t925 + MAX 4X1122) 
YOLTA;r; RlGU~ATOR ('OR +OR•i~V/6~, . 
+1•12V/1A,+I•IY18AI16A/24A) . -
VOLTAGE RlGULATOR (+&•OY a&A MAX, UR 4QA 
MAX WITH E•T!RNA~ +IY SU~'LY) -
YOLTAGt RlGULATOM (+ANO•AV, 2SA MAX, 
270W-RAT1NG, UIABLE ~ITH 4XIV22) 
CAMAC MINICRATE (IV INCH RAC~ MOUNTING) 
(+OV/liAr•tV/IA, +24V/2A,•a4~12A;aOOW). 
POWERED CRATE (lNCL 1 CRAT! AND PUWER 
SUP,~Y . COOLING TU SU~PL tP 1 IP.E~) · 
POW!RfO CRATE (+&•OY/404, +1•24Y/8A, 
tOOVi 1 1A, l1,Y At, MAX lOOW) . 
POWERED CRATE (+,•6YitOA, +1•24Y/5A, 
200Vi0 1 03A 1 l17V~CIOrSA, MAX 200W) . 
N MlNlCRAT!•PORTAIL! OR RACK•INTEG"AL 
BLO~f~ ANO POWIR ~UPPLY ~ • 10 ~T~TlONS 
POWE~EO CRATE 
POW!~ED CRATf (42A CAPABILITY UN +IV) 
POWIR!D CRATE (MAX 400W, +&•24YIJA 1 
t&•l2V/lA,+&•IV/24A,•IV/6Ai+200V7 1 lA,A~) 
POWERED CRAT[ (+AN0•6V/15A 1 +AND•24V/6A, (JNCL POWER DE8JCN TYPE ~[t4ll S~P~LY)-
POWEAlD CRATE (6U,YENTlLATED,NO fAN,IlOW 
+6V/lSA,•eV/4A 1 +AN0•24V/2A 1 +200V750MA) 
N POWfMlO CRATE (6U 1 WITM DATAWAY 1 l~OW MAX, 
+6Y/15A 1 •6V/4A, VEN!ILAfED, NO ~AN) 
N POWERED CRATE (7U,WlTM OATAWAY,lJOW MAX, 
+6V/1SA 1 •6Y/4A 1 +•24Y/2A 1 4 F~N~,-FILTER) 
N POWERED CRATE (7U,WITH OATAWAY,JOOW MAX, 
+•6V/2SA,+•24V/6A, 4 FANS 1 F1L!E~) 
N POWERED CRATE (8U,WlTM DATAWAY,JOOW MAX, 
+•IV125A,+•24V/6A, ~ rANS,FtL!E~) 
POWERED CRATE 
POWE~ED CRATE(SEE P7 ALJ 13) 
POWE~ ~UPPLY (CAMAC CRAT~) 
N POWER SUPPLY CRATE (+6VI24A,•6V/16A, 
+l• · a·V/lA, lOOW) . . 
POWER CRATE (200W MAX 1 +6VI25A,•6V/10A, 
+AND;l2V/3A,+AND•24V/JA,20~V/0 1 0~A) 
POWER CRATE (200W MAX 1 +6V/25A,•6VIlOA, +ANDi2~V/lA,200VI0 1 05A) . .. 
COMPLETE POWER CRATE 
POWERED CRATE (500W, +6V/6~A OR 2~A, 
•6V125A OR 05A, MAX !OT ~URR~N! ~S 80A) 
POWERED CRATE 
(200W, +&•6V/10A, +&•12V/2A, +~•24V/JA) 
POWER!D CRATE (7U 1 VENT 1 +AN0•6V/20A,+AND• 12VI& 1 SA,+AND•2~V/6 1 5A 1 2COV/0 1 1AI200W) POWE~ED CRATE (SAME BUT WITH 1~7X ~C) 
N CAMAC•CRATE 500 w (CERN SPEC, 099) 
N CAMAC•CRATE JOO W 
N CAMA~•CRATE ~00 W 
POWERED CRATE (SEE CRATE C•C~ ~N~ ~UPP~Y 
P•tS6 FOR RATINGS) 
POWERED CRATE (SEE C•CF & SUPP~Y P•264) 




























C•Cf + P•264 













































• 28 • 
NC OEIIGNATION & SHORT D~T~ TYPE 
1 412 ~RATES WITH ~ATAWAY, WJTHOUT SUP~L~ 
VlNTILATEO CRATE (HEAVY DUTY 25 ~T~TJON 
'ASTUN-CONNECTORS, 60 HIGH) 
CtAMl BUT WITH ALL PATCH LINtS BUSSED AS 
;[R ~OGELA8 REQUJREM£NTS) - - -
5U CRATE 2& STATION HEAVY DUTY, ~ITS TU 
~~ 000• USING ADAPTO~ PA 11 -
CONVERTS fASTON CONNECTORS TU RE~OMMEND• 
ED FIXED POWER CONNE~TOR ON ~HOS~N CRAJE 
CAMAC CRATE VERDRAHTET 
(!MP!Y CRATE WJTH WI~!D DATAWA~) 
CRAT~ 
CAMA~ COMPATIBLE CRA!E (WIRED) 
CAMA~ CRATE (WIRED) 
UNPOWER!D CRATE WITH DATAwAY 
(5U, VENTILATED, NO fAN, a~ ~T~T~UNS) 
UNPOWERED CRATE WITH DATAWAY 
(6U, EMPTU, VENTJLAT~D, NO F~N) 
UNPUWERED CRATE WITH DATAWAY (J60 MM) 
UNPOW!R£0 CRATE WITH DATAWAY 
AND ~ONNECTORS 
N CAMA~•CRATE WITH DAT~WAY 
(&2~ MM) 
WIRED CRATE (HEAVY DUTY, J FAN & MONJT 1 
UNIT, ~U 1 USE WITH P•see, P•264, P•lOO~) 
CRAT~ (WITH OATAWAY ~NO VENTIL~TJON) 
CAMAC CRATE 
(+6V/25A,•6V/l2,5A,+'•24V/6A,+&•12V/4A) 
(SAM~ WITHOUT +&•l2V.SUPPLY) . . . 






NSJ•815 CC 100 
002 
012 

















1 411 SLAN~ CRAT~S AND OTHER CUMPONENTS ANO ACCES8URlE~ 
RACK 8~0WER (1 U HIGH, MAY BE UStD WITH 
AlR ~COOP NSI•l2109•~S FnR HI £Fti~,) 
N V~NTlLATlON S~UT UNIJ,1U 1 NO fAN~ ~~~T~R 
N FORC~D VENTI~ 1 UNIT 1 2U,4 fANS & FILTER 
N CAMA~•TEST BOARDS (lX,, CARD~) 
N tAMA~•TEST BOARDS (EXP 1 CARD~) 
CRAT~ (5U,EMPTY, 25 STATIONS) 
- (SAME BUT WITH - 34 STATlONSJ 
CRAT~ (6U 1 EMPTY,WITH VENTILATIUN·B~FFLE, 
25 STATIONS, HARWE~L TVPE 7000) -
. (lAME BUT WITH 24 &TATlONSJ 
CRATE (6U 1 EMPTY,WITH VfNTILATJUN .8AFFLE 1 
REMOVABLE PANEL, 25 ITNS 1 HARWELl. 1000) (lAME BUT WITH - 34 STATiONS~ . 
CAMAC CRA TE (EMPTY) 
CAMAC CRATE (EMPTY 1 1NCL HARDWARE SUPPLY 
CHAS~IS AN D VENTlLATION ~ANEL) . 
CAMAC COMPATIBLE CRA![ 
CAMAC ~RATE (UNWIRED~ 
CHASSIS CAMAC (6 UNITES AVEC FENTE 
DE V£NTILATION 1 525 AM P~OFONOtUA) 
- . (360 ~M PROFONO~U~ ) 
CAMAC CRATE WITH VENTILATION BAFrLE 
·c 6U, S2~MM-DEPTH 
C SAME BUT WITH 460MM OtPTH 
( SAME BU! WITH 3601111 O£PtH 
CRATE (6U, EMPTY, VENTILATED, NU FAN) 
N C RAT~ &U 1 EMPTY 
VENTILATED CRATi NO ~OWER NO DATAWAY 
. (TWO FANS) 






MC, /6CAM/~V /at 




2 , 086,000,6 
N ~I 815 OSIWV 

















































DESIGNATION & SHORT DAT~ 
UNPO~ERED CRATE 
CAMAC CRATE (EMPTY) HEAVY DUTY 
6U WITH VENTILATION BAFFLE . 
eu NUN VENTILATED 
DEPTH OPTIONS ~60MM, 460MM, ~25MM 
CAMAC CRATE WITH VENTILATION BAFf~E 
- (6U, 528MM DEPT~) - -
(SAME BUT WlTH 460 MM D~PTH) 
(~AME BUT WITH 360 MM D~PTH~ 
V!NTlL.ATlON UNIT 
L.UFTEREINHElT (VENTl~ATIUN UNIT,~OMPLETE 
WITH ~ FANS AND FJLr[R) 
(VfN!lLATlON UNIT 1 NO . FAN 1 NO ~I~T~R) 
AIR SCOOP (STOPS CHIMNEY EFF~CT ~ETWEEN 
UN•V~NTILATED CRATES IN RACKi ~U - HiGH) 
VENTILATION MODULE 
lU V~NTILATION GRILL 






















SUPPLIES AND RELATlO CUM~UNENTSIAC~ESSORIES 
- &INGLl• AND MULTl•C:RAT£ SUPPL1£Si8LANK aUPPLY 
CH~III~,CO~TROL ~A~fCBiSOP~L.V Y!~TlLATlON 
POWER SUPPLY FLEXIBLE SYSTEM (TO SPECS 
CERN•1SR•C017'2•4J), CoMPRISING. 
BASIC tRATE(FOR &UPP~y MODUL.£8 1 lNCLUDES REFE~E~CE,CDNTROC AND 200V/O;lA) . -
SUPPLY MODULE( • IN TYPE • P FOR PUS AND 
N FO~ NEG OUTPUT VULfAGE 11111 &VI SA) 
- . ( UV I ~A) 
(~4VI 3~) 
N CAMAC POWER SUPPLY • RACK MUUNTING 
TWlN . OUTPUTS 1 EACHI +~•6VI25Ai t&•24VIe~ 
N CAMAC PO~ER SUPPLY • RACK MOUNTING 
+&•-6V/2~A, +&• 24V/!A - . 
POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM (CRATE) 
(MODULE OPTIONS AS FUL.LOWS) 
POWER SUPPLY MODULi e V/10 A 
(6VI20A & 6VI40A OPTIONS ALSO ~V~ILABL.E) 
. 12 VI 2 A 
(AL.SU 12VI4A 1 ?A, 15A & 25A UPTIUN8) ~4 VI 11 2A -(AL8U 24VI2 1 5A 1 J 1 5A, OA & l5A U~TlONS~ 
N MULTJ ~RATE SUPPLY 
N MU~Tl CRATE SUPPLY 
POWER SUPPLY AND COOLING UNIT ~+6V/42A, 
e6VIa&A,+&•24V/6~ 1 3~ew, 2U ~AN QNlT) 
POWIR IUPP~Y (+6VI20A 1 •6VI5A, 
+AND.I4YIOA,200V/0 1 0&A) 
POWlR 8UPP~Y (BACK MOUNT1NG,+6YI&IA, 
~6VI~A~+AN0•24VI2A,+200V/80M~,~l0W) 
N POWER - IUPP~YIBACK MOUNTING, JOOH MAX, 
+•6YiiiA,+•I4Yi6~,200y/,lA 1 ll7VI 1 5~ 
POW£R UNIT (+6VIiOA, e6V/t,A,+24~1aA, 
•24Y11A,IOOYI0 1 l~) 
PDWIR UNIT (+IVI21A, e6VI25A, +2~V/IA, 
IIUViB~, :IOOVI100MA) 
POWER SUPP~Y (t6V/21A 1 •6VI8A, +ANO.t2Y/1ArtANO•i4V~3Af200YI0 1 l~) 
POWlR SUPPLY UNIT •MAINTENANCE ONL¥• 
. - (t5V/lOA,e6VI2AitAN0•24YI& 1 DA) (+6VIIA,•6VIl•OA,+ANDel2VIlr5A, . . 
+~ND~2•VIl,BA) .MAINTEN~N~~ ONLY• 
(+IYI20A,•OVIlOA 1 +ANDe&2VIJA 1 +~ND•24YI~Ar+aOOV/0 1 lA,MAX ~OOW) 
















P4 ~L~ ~J 



























NC DESIGNATION I SHORT D~T~ 
IUPPLV (+AND•6V/26A,+AND•l2V/6 1 SA,+ANO• 24V18,SA,200V/0 1 1A,il7V AC 1 200W"MAX) IUPP~V (lAME BUT WITHOUT - li7Y ~C~ .. 
Pt.Ua•IN POWER IUPPLV 156W (+•6V/SA, 
+•12V/2A,+•24V/1A,l17VAC) -
PLU&•IN POWER IUPPLV 204W C+•IV/104, 
+•t2V/24 1 +•14V/2A,ll7V4C 1 0~T 1 +~06V)40M~) PLUG•IN POWIR SUPPLY JOOW&FANC+•OV/324, 
+•11V/JA,+•24V/OA,t200V/lOOM~,11~V~C) 





N CONV~R!fR 24V/12V I.O~DING •••12V/2~ 
POWER IUPPLV CRATE (ITANDARD) 






NETZ!ElLCMAISIS (!MP!Y SUPPLY ~M~S~lS) 
POWER ~UPPLY CRATI(FOR SEPAR~T~ !UPPLV~ 









NUCL 1 lNT!~~~~~~~ 
RECOMMENDED UR STANDARU COMPUNENTS/ACC~SSORl~S •• 
- BRANCH CAB~ES,CONNECTORS ETCIDATA~AV-CONNECTOHI, 
BOARDS E!C;BLANK MOOOL~S,O!HER . S!ND COMPUN!N!I-
BRAN~H HIGHWAY CABLE 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE 
(WITA CONNtCTORS; 27 CM LONG) 
SAME,••••0&7,107 & ao7 FOR eoRR~SP 
LENG!H IN CM,OTHER LENGH!S TO ~P~C ORD~R 
BRANCH HlGHWAV CABLE ASSEMBLY 
(WITH CONNECTORS;27 CM LONG) 
(XX ~M LONG,PVC JACKf.T) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE 
(COMPLETE PT'E CABLE ASSEMBLY,27CM LONij) 
C•••i 107, 207 • OR CUSTOMER SPECifiED-• 
'OR ~ORRESPONDING t.!NGTH IN CM~ - -
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE 
BRANCH CABLE WlTH CONNECTOR 
(1 1 5.FT TO 75 ~T LON~) -
BRAN~H HIGHWAY CAB~E C&ti TWISTED PAIRS~ 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE ASSEMBLY (CUMPLETt 
WITH - CONNECTORS, LENGTH 27 CM) . 
(~AME, XXX~LENGTH - IN CM, 040r!OO ~TC) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLfS(COHPLETE WITH 
CDNNECTORrXXX • LENGtH IN HEfEHS~ 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CUNNECTOR (fREE MEMBER, 
PIN ~UULDlNG WITH ME!AL PIN PRUT~t!DR) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CONNECTOR 
- (fiXED MEMBER,S0CKET MOULDING) (FREE MEMBER 1 PIN MUULOING, . .. 
PXX YYY SELECTS JAC~SCREW) 
HOOD (FOR fREE MEMBER) . 
EXTENDED BRANCH CABLE (LOW CUST TELf• 
PHON~ CABLE FOR LONG - BRANCH ~U~S~ 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE ONLY 
(PLAiN PVC JACKET) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE (TRUE 132~WAY WITH 
METAllSED POLYESTER ~CREEN, PV~ ~ACKET) 
CABLE FOR BRANCH HIGHWAY (PVC JACKET) 
(BRAIDED RllSAN - JACKET) 
(MEPLAT 20MMXI0 1 MMM,GAINt ~V~ NOIR) 
CABLE EXTENSION MODULE 
(JOINS TWO BRANCh HIGHWAY CABLLS) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TU PDP~11 (COMPLETE WITH 
CONNECTORS, xxxc LENGTH IN METER~) 




Ct 6ti PUL FB•27 

















WAC 0 lJa ~005 
EBC XXXX GEC•ELLIO!T 
66 ~DL PB HUGH!~ 
LIV~Y72X2X0 1 088 LEUNI~CHE . 
LI2Y(~T)Yo6X2X0 1 18 LEUNl~CM£ 
132 Pt. 189 
132 PE 210 









































NC D~SlGNATION I IHORT D~T~ 
ADDR~IS I ,UNCTION DECODING ~C 
DATAWAY HOTHERIO~RD (WITH CONN,C!ORI) 
DATAWAY lOCKET (MQTHIAIOARD CUHPLiTf 
WITH II CONN£CTOAI) -
DATAWAY HINI WAA,~IN' 
(MOT~!RIOARO WIT~ 11--0ATAWAY CON~ICTOR!) 
OATAWAY CONNECTOR, lDGI TY~I IJ 
!WlltE NRA') TERHl•~OINTIWIRE NRA~) MOTHIRIOARD IOLOIR). WIRE IOI.O!R) . 
DATAWAY CONNECTOR WITH CARD &UIO&I (HAND 
IOLO~R, Dl~ IOLO!R I ~ MINI•WR~P) . 
OATAWAY CONNECTOR (MJNIW~A~) 
CAHAC OATAWAY CONNICTOR (* INIIR! A ,OR 
IOLO~R TAG, I tDI.DtR-PIN, C ~~~~ WRAP)-
CAHA~•I.IIITI(OATAWAY CONNECTOR,w~R~WRA~) 
OATAWAY ,EHALI CONNECTOR, HINleWMAP 
til ~OR WIRE IOLOIR,~I ,DR lbA~0-101.01~ 
OATAWAY HALl CONNECTOR (MATING THI CRA!I 
HOUN!ID II•WAY CONNI~TOR IOCKiy>· 
CONNICTIUR IIC DOUII.E ,ACI (DATAWAY CONNICTOR,WIRE ~RAP) 
- (MOTHIRIOAAO IULDER) 
(WIRE ~OLDeR~ . 
OATAWAY CONNECTOR ~HINl•WRA' ) 
WI. RE•I. OLOE .. R) 
,I.OW IOLDU~ 
DATAWAY CONNECTOR C••l 'LOW IOLDtR,tiJ 
IOLO&R LU81•*•• MINI~RAPiAU PLATINU) 
C'LD~ IOI.DER,NI + AU PLATING) - - - .. -
- ClS HIRIWRA~ CONTACTI,OTHIR '"'fLOW 
. IOLDERtNI + AU P~ATINI) - - -(*I,.MINIMRAP 1 tll IOLDIR I.UGI, 
. NJ • AU ~LATINO). . . -
MOUH!INI IRACKIT~ ,Q~ AIDYE 
OATAMAY CONNICTOR HOOD (4J•WAY D~UI~! 
.1010, lfl4 MM 'ITCH ·coN!ACT~) 
CAHA~ CARRYINI C~l£ ~TAKEI I HOD~LII) 
CAMA~ CARRYIN8 C~ll ~TAKII l2 HO~ULII 
N EMPTY MODULI (IAMI IUT WIDTH ·e,J,c,l,t) 
N IRIA~ IOARO ('OR IC .C) 
N PROTOTYPE AIIIHI~Y MODULE C'ULL A,,, 
OICODINI, 14MIRJ WR~PPIO IN-IOC~I!I~ 
N IRIAO IOARD MODULI lH 
CMOOULI WITH ttO TY~I)-
N IRIAO IOARO MODULE IH 
(~~U~I WITH 010 TY~I) 
II.ANK MODULI KIT (IINGLI WIDTH) 
~IAM~,tllt3 & 4 ~OR ~ORR~I, ~lOT~) 
IING~I CARD MOUNTING KIT 
CIMPTY M00UL£ 1 1HORT ICRI£N PLATI) 
CIAMit*lltl & 4 ,OR CORRtiP WIDTH) 
tiHitl CARD MOUNTING-KIT . CEHPTY ~OOULI, 
(IH,TY MODULI. 1 LDNGT ICRE£.N PLATE) 'IAM~rtllr3 & 4 ~OR ~ORR£1P WI~T~) 
CAHA~ HARDWARE 
CAMA,•KAIIETTI (IMPTY MOPUL,E,WlDTH 1121) 
(*lli~i4 1 1 1 1 ,OR- COR~UPONDlNG ·w.~D!-H.) . 
CAMAC .COH,ATZILI MODULE (IMPTY 1 WIDTH1l 1 AI.ID-lH I & ~ UNlT WIDTH~) . 
CAHAC MODULI (IMPTY ~OOU~I HAROWARl) 
CUM~, •• ·a, 3, J c !OR CORR~I~ ~lOTH) 











I~A 0~1 D~Ol HUW~£! 
GOlD OI~P 28 * BL lTT C~NNON 
4,o~o,o~o,o 
Ull Ill UU4 
142~ 06, ~·~ ... 
uaa uo ••u• 
KNU~R~ 
PHl~l~l 
114 D~ C3 IWV IOC~~~X 
IU Of' C3 AYV 
au o~ ~~ A~v 
1001 :• 11 11 ooo auu~r~u 
1101 6 •t 10 000 
••o• ~· 1. t• ooo 
C 1~1~ ~~~ 221 UEt~ 
C 1111 CIP all 
C 1~1~ ~~~ Ill 
c 111~ ~·~ au 
c ... ~ 

















NU 871 OM 
Nil 871 CM•lOO•l 
Nil 115 CM•IOO•• 
HEN~ I~ 
HEN~~~ 

































Nt DESIGNATION & SHORT D~T~ 
CAMAC MODULE 1 SHIELDED (EMPTY, 1 ~IDTH) 
(SAM~, ••2 1 3 1 AND 4 ~OR CORRE~P WIDTH) 
CAMAC MODULE (EMPTY,~•l/25) 
(t•2;3 1 4,e & 8 FOR CURRESP WlDT~) (*•0~2 FOR WIDTH 10 ~ 12 RESPE~T~VELY) 
EMPTY MODULE 1 UNIT 
(IAMf 1 ••2,3 & 4 FOR CORRESP ~IDT~) 
EMPTY MODULE SCRlENED (1 WIDE, ADD TYPE 
SUFFIX A FOR SHORT, B FOR LONG SCREENS) 
(DITU, ••2 1 3 1 4 OR 6 FOR CORRES~ WIDTH) 
CAMAC MODULE (EMPTYtl12e CARD MOVULE) 
C••2rl & 4 FOR CORRE~PONDING ~ID!H) 
CAHAC MODULE (EMPTY,1125 CARD MOVULE) 
(••2~3 & 4 ~OR CdRRE~PONDING WID!H) 
CAMAC MODULE(EMPTY 1 1125 SCREENED MODULE) 
(••2 1 3 & 4 FOR CORRESPONDING ~lD!~) 
CAMAC MODULECEMPTY 1 2125 SCREENED MODULE) (••3 & 4 FOR CORRESPONDING WID!H~ 
EMTY MODULE WITH HINGED CARD~ (2125) 
(3125) 
EMPTY MODULE (1125) C••• T2 1 Tl, T4, T5, Te, T8, TlO, 
AND T12 FOR CORRESPONDING ~IDTH) 
TIROIR MOOULAIRE POUR COMMANDE 
BLAN~ CAMAC MODULE PC BOARD (GOLD PLATED 
& ETCHED FINGERS BOTH SIDES) -
MK•S KLUGE MODULE 
(131 MllCEO 14 1 16 1 24 PIN SOCKtHI) 
MK•e KLUGE MODULE (HAS 70 14 P!N; 13 
AND 2 24 PIN WJRE WRAp SOCKETS) 
MK•6 KLUGE MODULE (HAS 34 14 PtN, 
18 16 ~IN & 3 24 PIN-~IRE WR~P SUCKETS) 
CAMAC•UNIVERSAL•BOARD(PRINTEO tARO MOOU• 
LE WITH 28 14•PIN + 28 16•PIN ~U~KETS) -
CAM•C PROTOTYPE ASSEMBLY BOARDS 
(MX 81 HAl 68 SITES, MX 62 H~S ~ 80 SITES) 
(MX B3 HAl 68 SlTES,MX B4 HAS 80 SlTES; 
MX BJIMX 84 INCLUDE !5V ~IRCUIT) 
PRINTED CIRCUIT TEST BOARD 
KLUG~ BOARD FOR WIRE wRAP 
KLUGE CARD (FOR CREATI~G YOU~ UWN CAMA~ 
MODULES) 
KLUGE ~ITH 52 POSITION 2D CONNECTOR 
KLUGf_ WITH 25 POSITION 0 CllNNECTOR 
EXPERIMENTIERPLATTE 
(PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD) 
ElCPERIMENTlERP~ATTE (P,C,B,) 
DECODED MATRIX BUAHD (FOR PRUTUTYPt 
WIRING OF 64 14•PIN SITES, A&F D~CODED~ 
MODULE PRINTED CIRCUIT BU.RDS(TAKE 24,16 
OR 14 PIN, ON THE WHULE 1092 PIN~) 
BLANK MODULE(COMPLETt WITH PRINTlD BOARD 
FOR 69 INTEGRATED CIRCUITSrl U ~IDTH) 
(SAMl 1 2U WIDTH) 
EXPERIME-NT PLATE 
MATRIX BOARD (MAX,OENSITY 70 IC) 























MX 81/MX sa 

















NUCL 1 SPE~J~LTIES 










NUC~ 1 ~NT~R~RlSES 
1 4J7 UTHER RECOMMlNDEO UR STANDARD ~OMPUNENTSIACCESS 1 ) 
RIBBllN CABLE FOR LAM GRADER 





CAMAC N!M ADAPTOR 





































































NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA 
I,.AM ~RADER CABLE 
52 WAY CANNON 2DB529 HARNESSES 
LAM ~RADER CABI,.l, XXX• LENGTH ~N METERS) 
LAM G~AOER CONNECTOR (52•PIN FlXtD 
MEMBER, TAKES PlN TYPE 031•954~•~00) 
N CO.lXl.lL CONNECTOR (PANEL MUUNT 1 ND•5496, 
CABI.E CONN,,T&L ADAPT, ALSO AV.lli.ABLE) 
CO.lXIAL CONNECTOR (PANEL MOUNTlNG 1 CABLE 
CONN~CTOR HAS TYPE F -00 1 250 & ,S - 00 1 ~50) T• &- L•ADAPTERS, FREE DOUBLE SOC~ET, AND 
ARE ALSO AVAILABLE 
• JJ • 
TY,E 
5809/S/52/XXX 
2 OH 52 P 
M.lNUI'.lCTUHER WlUTH 0~1..1 ¥ NPH 
JUt~G~R 
TEKDAU nJ 
ITT CANNON no 
~UBER+9UtiNER /~! 
LEMU 110 ( 4) 

AE Ci •TE LUUNK[N 
ELISABETHENSTHASSE J, ~OSTFACH 630 
D•7900 ULM, GERMANY 
AMP AG 
HALOENSTR4SSE 11 
CH•6000 LUZERN, SWITZERLAND 
ARSYCOM 8 1 V1 
K48ELWEG 43•<47, 
AMSTERDAM 1016, NETHERLAND 
BI RA SYSTEMS, INC 
3~20 D PAN AMERICAN 'REEWAY, N,t 1 
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87107, USA 
BORER ELECTRONICS AG 
POSH' ACH 
CH•4eoo SULOT~URN 2, SWITZERLAND 
BURNDY ELECTRA AG 
HERTISTRASSE 23, 
CH•8304 WALLI~ELLEN, SWITZERLAND 
CANNON ELECTRIC GMBH 
BUREAU SCHWEll 
'RI~DENSTRASSE 1e, 
CH•8J04 WALLI~ELLEN, SWITZERLAND 
CHRISTIAN ROVSING A/8 
MARIELUNDVEJ 46B 
DK•2730 HERL.EV, DENMARK 
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY L.IMJTEO 
EATON ROAD, HEMEL. HEMPSTEAD 
HERTFOROSHIRE HP2 7EQ, ENGLAND 
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION CDEC) 
146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD 
MASSACHUSETTS 01754, USA 
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT GHBH 
WAL~ENSTEINPLATZ 2 
0•8000 MUENCHtN 40 
GERMANY 
DURNIER SYSTEM 
VERTRIEB ELEKTRONIK, ABT, VCE 
P(JSTFACH 1360 . 
D•799 FRIEDRI~HSHAFEN, GERMANY 
EDS SYSTEMTECHNIK GM~H 
TRIER~R STRASSE 281 
Ow5l00 AACHEN, GERMANY 




o-7~13 STUTENS£E•BUECHIG, GERMANY 
EMlHUS ~· SEf HUGHES 
GEC•ELL.lOTT PROCESS AUTOMATIUt-. L TP 
CAMAC GROUP, 
NEW PARKS 
~llCESTER LE3 tUF, ENGLAND 
GRENSUN ELECTRONICS ~IMITtO 
LUNG MARCH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE 
HIGH ~ARCH ROAD, DAVEilTRY 
NURTHANTS NN11 4HQ, ENGLA~D 
HANS KNUERR KG 
AMPFINGSTRASSE 27 
0•8000 MUENCH~N 8, GERMANV 
HIGH tNERGY & NUCLEAR EQUIPM~NT SA 
2, CHEMIN Of TAVERNAY, 
CH•1218 GRAND•SACUNNEX, Sw IT llRLAt'D 
N HUBERtSUHNER LTD 
CH~9100 HERISAU SWITZERLAND 
HUGHES MICROCUMPONENTS LIMITED 
CLl VE MOUSE 
12•18 QUEENS ROAD, WEYHRIDGE, 
SURI<EY, ftJGL,AND 
HYTfC ELECTRONICS 
COURT ROAD, MAIDENHEAD 
BERKSHIRE SLb 8L.Q, ENGlAND 
I N D E X U M A N U F A C T U ~ ~ H S 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
lDAS CINFORMATlONS•, DATtN• UNO 
AUTOMATI0N$S¥5TEMEJ GMaH-
~O~NMARKT ~ - . 
D•b250 LiM8U~GILAHN, GERMANY 
IMHOF•BEOCU STANDARD PRODUCTS LTD 
COCNE WAY TRADiNG ESTATE, BY•PASS, 
WA!FURD, HtR!Sr ~N~L.ANO 
N lNUUSTRIAL FA8HICATJNG CUMPANY 
820, ~OODEN0 - ~0Ao,-STRAT~URO 
CONNECTICUT 06~91, USA -
lNfORMATEK 
Z1 A1 DE COURTA8UEU~, 8 1 ~ 1 81 ~·~1401•UR~A~, 'RA~Cl 
IT! CANNUN • S~E C~NNON 
JOtRGER ENTERPRISES, INC 
J2 - NEW YURK AVtNUE -
WE~TBURY, N,Y, - &1590, US~ 
JQHWAY CDRPOHATlON 
27-BUND STREET; WESTBURY 
NEW YURK - 11!590, US~ 
KINETIC SYST~M8 COHPURATlON 
MAHYKNO~L DRlVE, . 
LO~KPORT, IL 1 &0~<41, U~A 
KINETIC SYST~MS INTERNATIONAL S,A, 
2•6, CHEMIN DE - TAVERNAY . 
CH-1218 uRANU SACONN~X (uENEVA) 
SWlTZERLANO - -
KN~ERR• SEE HAN5 KNUERR 
~E CROY RESE~H~H SYSTEMS CORP, 
LE CROY RESEARCH SYSTEMS CURP 1 
700 S 1 MAIN ST;, SPRlNu VALLEY 
NEW YORK 10977, USA 
~E CROY RESEARCH SYSTEMS SA 
81, AVENUE c•s~I . 
CH~IZ16 C01NtRlN, ij[N~VA 
SWITZERI,.ANL> -
LEMIJ SA 
CH•I110 MORGtS, SWITZERLA~D 
~EUNlSCHE ORAHTWtRKE A,G, 
ABt!OLF ACH 
U•b500 NURN~EHu 11 GERMANY 
LH~•LtCRUY • SEE LECROY 
~ETH IMP EX 
P ,CJ ,BOX 202 
H~1391 HUDAPtST 62, HU~GARY 
~IU(.;LUR E.NTEt-<PKlSES LlMlltD 
~ATH RUAD, BttNHAM 
READING HG7 ~PH, ENGLAND 
NU!;LtAR lNTEHPHISES INC 1 
935 TE.RM!NAL "'AY 
SAN CARLUS, CALl~IJHN!A 94070, U S A 
PULUN 
NUCLEAR EQUIPMENT ESTA8~JSH~iNT 
00•08~ WARSAW, ~IEL~NSK~ ~ ~OLAND 
PUWtR ELECTRONICS (~ONDUN} ~JMlf[D 
KINGSTON ROAD CUMMENC~ ~S1All . . 
L.~A!H~RHEAD,K!227LApSUR~£y,-(N~~A~D 
PHEClCABLE 
1~1r RUE MI,HEL•CAHHE 
F•95 101 ARGE~T~UlL; fH~N~~ 
RDT 1 ING 1 ROSIELLl DEL TUHCU 
RUIS£LLO S,R 1C1 - . 
VlA-01 TOR CEMVARA,aet 
CASELLA -POifACE 7207 ROMA NUM~NTANO 
t•oot~5 ROM£, ITALY - -
RtALl~ATIONS t. TUDES ELECTHUNlWU&I 
... - ck a·t> 
ZUNE U'ACT1VITE5 Dl CUUHTA~UEUF -
F•91 ~OJ OR~AY,-F~ANC~ - - . --
RUV~lNG •• 8Et CHHl~TlAN ~UVI~N~ 
SAPHVMO•STEL 
29, AVtNUE CAHNUT 
9i ~Oi MASSY,-~HANC~ 
SCHLUMBERGEH INSTRUMENT~ I ~YSTtMEI 
DEPT lNSTRUMENTATlON NUCL~AlR~ 
8~P; 47~ (!7 HUt UE PARlS) . . 
F•~2 222 SA~N£U~, FHA~C~ -
StMHA•6lNNEY (ELtCTHONlCS} LIMITED 
INDUSTRIAL EStATE, - . 
CHANOCtRIS FO~D, tASTL~lijH, 
H~MP.S~lRE S05 JOP~ EN~L~NU 
SI:.N ELEcTHONlloiUI:. 
Jl,AV~NUE EHNlST•PlCTtT, C,~. 57 
CH•i2l1 GENtV~ lJ; ~~lT~EHL~NU -
St.NSlUN LlMlTED 
MANUR LANE, HOLMES CHAPtL, CRtWt 
CHE~HlHE Cw4 8A~, - ENG~ANO 
SlEME.NS AG 
Bl:.l<tlCH MESS• UNO PHUZESSTECHN1K 
PUSTFICH 21 - 1080 . - - - . 
0•7500 KARLSR~Ht. ~1, GI:.RM~NY 
SUCAPtX (THUMSUN•CSr) 
9, ~Ut tOOUAHD NltU~Ut-<T 
F•92 i~J SUHE~NI:.S, ~HAN~E 
SUUHlAU 1:.T Llt 




~tST~GHT LAKE, CANAL LANE, 
TUNSTALL, STOKE~UN~TRt.Nl 1 
StA~F~ ST6 4PA, lN~LAN0 
Tt.Kl~Uf'llX, lN(.; 
P~U,BUX ~00, 8tAVtHTUN, 
UHEGUN Y7077 1 U~A . 
IWLLLAR SPECIAL T lt.S INC 1 
6341 SCARLETT COURT, DUBLltJ, 
CALIFORNIA 94 ~66, USA 
~ Tt.KTRUNIX LlMlTt.U 
URTEC INCOHPUHATED 
SUFTWARE DtV, UlGITAL DATA SYSTEMS 
100, MIDLAND HUAO, OAK RiUGE, 
T~NNESSE.E J7bJO, U S A 
IJR H ( GMBH 
~RiNKFURTERHlNG 81 
D·~OOO MUtNCHtN 40 1 GERMANy 
IJ. s' L I 
lH~lS, AV~NUt UU GtNERAL Ot GAULLE. 
f~Ub 1 J40 LA TRlNITt, ~HANCl 
U 5 L/Wlll511tH + WUILK •• SEE U S 
. HtSPECTlYtLY WlLLSHtH ~ UUIC~ 
PALKARD lNSTHUME~T CUM~ANY 1 1NC, 
SU~SlDIA~Y 0~ AMUAC lNUU~TRltS,INC, 
2200 .,AR~fNVlLL~ RD,,Dt J.,NERS GR(JV~, 
lLLl~UlS 60 blb, USA 
~.u, ~UX J6 1 ST 1 PEIEH ~UHl 
G~tHN~E.Y, CHAN~tL ISLANUS, 
Tt.LtFUNKtt-. • SlE Al~•lt.Lt~U~~tN 
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